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PREFACE

In order to get the necessary setting for the development of the proposals
leading to the introduction of the present £uide syllabuses for professional training,
it is relevant to trace the history of professional statistical training- within the
African region. In this connection, it is important to note that there are distinct
differences between the systems for training in countries of English and French
expression. For example, the professional statistical training centres for French-
speaking countries are independent entities under their own Board of Governors or
Advisory Councils, while all the English-sneaking centres are located in universities
and thus are guided by their regulations. This fact has to be borne in mind when
examining proposals for the guide syllabuses for the two language groups.

In English-speaking Africa, South of the Sahara statistics as a separate
discipline is of fairly recent origin. The first universities were established
towards the end of the 1940s. Statistics was taught as part of mathematics or
economics. Thus all those who wanted to specialize in statistics proper, had to
transfer from the local universities to the London School of Economics or similar
institutions. It should be noted that at that time, governments in the region did
not think it advisable to employ statisticians per se. Thus, for example when the
Office of the Government Statistician was established in the Gold Coast (now Ghana),
it was not considered enough for a prospective professional staff to have only
qualifications in statistics. He should have in addition a background in economics.
It was at the beginning of 1960s that persons with other qualifications were admitted
to the statistics office. At that time, the normal requirements for entry into the
professional grades of the statistics office were changed to a first or second class
upper degree in economics, with statistics, mathematics with statistics or sociology
with statistics. These requirements had to be scaled down since the statistical
office was not able to attract staff with relevant qualifications and thus persons
with second class lower or even pass degrees were sometimes employed. :

By the late 1960s and early l?70s, the need for special institutions to train
statisticians in Africa had become necessary. The first Institute of Statistics in
Africa was set up in Ghana in 1962 with the primary aim of providing teaching and v
research in statistics with emphasis on the methodology of data collection and
analysis in the field of official statistics. The Institute was also to advise
interested bodies on statistical design, analysis and computer programming. It
should be noted that the Institute later became the Institute of Statistical, Social
and Economic Research (ISSER), with expanded terms of reference. Neither institute
provided for undergraduate training in statistics though the middle-level training
centre at Achiiuota was later absorbed into ISSER.

The Institute of Statistics and Applied Economics at Hakerere University was
set tip in 1969 and this was the first regional institute to provide professional
statistical training nainly for the countries of the East African Community. It
was planned t9as an autonomous institute within :lakerere University, Kampala". Its
aims were to "provide facilities for the high level professional training of personnel
in statistics and applied economics to meet the urgent needs of Uganda./, other
countries of East Africa, as well as other English-speaking African countries
in the context of the formulation and implementation of national plans for economic
and social development. In 1975, it was considered appropriate to introduce the
B.Stat. degree, because it was felt that the B.Sc. statistics was too academically
oriented and did not provide persons who wished to become official statisticians
with the necessary background for their work. By this time other universities in
the region such as the University of Ghana, the University of Ibadan, the University

- in -
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of Botswana, Lesotho,, Swaziland (later clecoiroosid into three separate universities)

and the University of Dar-es-Salaam had also initiated degree programmes in statistics.

The French-speaking countries followed a different pattern of development.

Before I960* most of the professional statisticians were trained at the French

National School of Statistics and Economic Management (ENSAE), Paris, which is

attached to the National Institute of Statistics and Economic Studies (INSEE). Two

middle level centres began operations in 1961. At the same time a project was begun

in Rabat at the professional level. Additional professional facilities were established

in 1962 in Paris by the European Economic Community (EEC) in co-operation with the

French Government, and in 1970 in Algiers. In 1967 and 1976 respectively the middle

level centres in Abidjan and Yaounde also introduced professional training. In 1975,

the middle level training centre in Dakar, which had trained only Senegalese candidates,

started offering professional courses for students from the Sahel countries. In 1976,

the Ingenieur des travaux statistiques (ITS) division in Paris was transferred to

Kigali.

All these centres are autonomous and could take decisions on the course

structure and content of their syllabuses without taking into account standards

required in any university.

In spite of these developments, it was felt in 1978 that the needs of countries

for professional statistician? were not being adequately met. Thus, the Statistical

Training Programme for Africa was initiated in 1978, to explore ways and means of

making Africa self-sufficient in statistical personnel at all levels by the'1990's.

It was with this background that the third meeting of the Directors of STPA

centres recommended that two groups of consultants one for English-speakinp countries

and the other for French-speaking countries should prepare guide syllabuses for1

professional training. The consultants wore:

(a) for English-speaking countries: Prof. P. .M. Loynes of Sheffield University,

Prof. Biyi Afonja of Ibadan University and K.I. de Graft-Johnson, Chief of ECA

Statistics Division.

(b) for French-speaking countries: L. Diop, Director of CESD, Paris, P. Tassi,

Director of Studies, ENSAE and R.M. Andrianasolo^ Chief, Censuses and Surveys Advisory

Service, ECA.

The terms of reference were (a) to exanine existing syllabuses of the STPA

centres offering professional training; (b) to provide a guide syllabus for each

of the language groups, which will assist in the integration of statistics and

also provide a practical orientation to the courses; (c) to try to bridge the gap

between the English and French systems of professional statistical training; (d)

to provide any other guidelines which would assist centres in Africa offering :

statistical training as well as the users of the outputs of such training centres.

- iv -
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INTRODUCTION

A. Aims and objectives

The overall objective' of the ^rogracme is to produce a graduate well equipped
for: ' ■ ' ■■> " ; '■■■' ■ ' ■■ ..-■,.■','''■

1 (i) itfork in government or quasi government statistical agencies,

(ii) further training.as potential teacher and/or researcher in higher
institutions, - . . ; . , ;. . , ; , ,

(iii) general applications of statistics e.g. in research institutes,
corporations etc.

While present day needs of a statistician are taken into consideration in the

preparation of the syllabus, due cognizance is given to the long term requirements
of a career statistician. '

B. Basic assumptions

The following are the assumptions made in drafting the guide syllabus for
Bachelor's degree in statistics.

. (i) Students are assumed to enter having A-level mathematics or equivalent.

(ii) The norm structure for the course to be borne in mind when considering

the contents is to be 3:2:1 (subjects in first, second and third years
respectively).

(iii) It is assumed that one of the other first year subjects is mathematics

(iv) If mathematics is not taken as a full second-year subject in its own

right, some supplementary instruction in mathematics will be necessary.

(v) The number of contact hours available for all subjects is assumed to be

about 20 per Week, for about 24 weeks per year: the total number '

available for statistics over the three years is thus about 880*' though'
this has to include, Presumably, any project work to be undertaken.

Where more teaching weeks are available, the hours allocated to some
courses could be significantly increased. The total time available for

teaching all subjects is thus assumed to be about 1,400 hours over the
.-■■-■■■■ 3 years.

(vi) No options are planned, within statistics3 for first or second year.

The third year will need to have an option structure, as indicated later.

(vii) The number of contact hours shown for each course includes both teaching

hours and time for uractical work or tutorials. In a number of courses

it may seem that there is insufficient time allowed to cover the materials
This should be taken as an indication that an introductory or superficial
treatment is intended, the practicals and tutorials should never be
sacrificed*
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C. Mathematics requirement

The syllabuse assumes that mathematics will be studied in the first year as

one of three subjects, each having equal weight, but no further constraint has been

imposed. It is unlikely that the bare minimum will be sufficient for students to

gain the greatest advantage from the statistics courses, and in any case some topics

in mathematics needed for the statistics will not normally be taught before second

year. Apart from actual knowledge mathematical experience and maturity is necessary.

A possible way of overcoming the difficulties is to require that any student not

taking mathematics as a second year subject should take a supplementary course in

mathematics, not for examination, of perhaps 20 hours. Even for the first year

course it may be that the mathematics is dealt with at rather too late a stage to

be entirely satisfactory: lecturers will need to be on the lookout for problems of

this kind.

Each centre will wish to discuss the needs in mathematics, and how they can be

satisfied, in relation to the local provision of courses. However, tiopics which are

clearly needed for some parts of the statistics courses are:

Linear Algebra : Vectors, matrices etc.; eigenvectors

and eigenvalues.

Calculus : Partial differentiation; multiple

integration; Taylor series, Lagrange Multipliers

Analysis : Convergence; continuity

Differential Equations

Complex Variables

D. Economics

A similar arrangement as proposed for mathematics is recommended for economics

with some minor modifications since economics is not as essential to statistics as

mathematics. For those who intend to specialize in economic statistics, it is

recommended that the third subject to be taken in the first year in addition to

statistics and mathematics should be economics. In addition supplementary courses

may be needed in the second year. ;

Each centre will wish to address the problem and come out with its own solution.

However the following topics will clearly have to be covered by the category of

students described in the preceding paragraph :

Macro-economic theory

Micro-economic theory

Public finance : Government expenditure, taxation,

budgeting and public debt management

Money and finance : Modern banking system, financial institutions,

money supply inflation and deflation

Index numbers Laspeyres, Paasche and Fisher indices
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International Economics

Economic Development and Growth

Introduction to quantitative economics; use of models,

forecasting, simultaneous estimation techniques

Socio-economic indicators

E. Practical work, projects, etc.

With respect to practical work etc,, the following explanatory notes are
relevant:

(i) The aim of bringing such work into the programme is to help reduce the

gap between theory and methods, as they must inevitably be taught, and

actual practice.

(ii) It is highly desirable that there should be at least one fairly

substantial project as a requirement within the programme and that

- this should be to carry out a sample survey e.g. on a population of

humans, businesses, holdings etc.; failing this it should be to carry

out an experiment involving variable material. One important requirement

is that difficulties should arise, so that the students may have developed

a good understanding of the underlying theory and methods so that they

may more generally have developed some statistical maturity, this should

come as late in the programme as possible, though for practical reasons

the long vacation between second and third years may turn out to be best.

(iii) Another kind of practical work consists of 'drill' exercises, in which

students have to carry out a specific type of analysis (e.g. regression)

on a set of data. Such exercises are of course important, indeed

essential, and should be set from the earliest stages on ail material

for which it is appropriate; it will often be convenient to attach such

exercises to the course dealing with the relevant method. Although in

this kind of exercise it will (usually) be clear which technique is

intended, this is not to say that it should be viewed as an exercise

in arithmetic: except perhaps on the very first meeting ivith a topic

the data should be real, or at least realistic, and it should be made

clear why the analysis might be practically useful in that context.

Incidentally it should be noted, both here and elsewhere, that it is

the conceptual content rather than the computational load that is

valuable: regression with two independent variables brings in ideas

that are not relevant with one, but for most purposes the use of

three variables merely entails heavier calculations.

(iv) Several advantages can be derived from drill exercises: they can help

to show when techniques are applicable; how assumptions can be checked;

and how results can be interpreted non-technically. Moreover, although

arithmetic, as remarked previously, is not the point, they can provide

practice in using calculators, computers, arid so on.
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(v) However, the characteristic of drill exercises is that they are already
in statistical language, or at least nearly so: regress y on x? or

investigate hew y varied with x. It is important also to encourage

the students to translate real problems into statistical language, from
an early stage, since otherwise the potential benefits of large projects

will not be fully realised, and this requires a different kind of

practical exercise. These should probably not be tied directly to a

specific course, since if they are linked this helps the student to

ignore the reality and get down to technique. Moreover there are

other kinds of activity which may be considered here: for example

the critical review of two or three papers on some application of

statistics.

(vi), Drill exercises may just as well be done in class - in a so-called

, ■ laboratory session for instance. The other ki^d of exercise, described

in paragraph (v) above, is better done in the student's own time, to

allow him time for thought, though this may not always bs found possible

for various practical reasons.

(vii) In this second kind of exercise students should be expected not only

to translate a real problem into statistical language, but also to

translate the answer back to the real problem. As a part of this,

students should be required to write a report in a coherent form in

acceptable English (or whatever the teaching language is), as they will

no doubt be required to do in most forms of employment. Other non

technical aspects should also be insisted on, such as punctuality in

the handing in of assignments, with penalties for lateness.

(viii) The ability to communicate is absolutely crucial for working statisticians,

including university toachers and and this ability rhduld bo encouraged

even at the expense of •"nittir.f- some technical material. Indeed,
consideration was given to the idea of listing a short course on

communication in the programme, but this was rejected. However, students

required to write reports, as suggested in paragraph (vii) will almost

certainly need help in this initial guidance on structure and so on,

correction of errors and suggestions for improvement attached to reports

submitted, and so on (For a very substantial project it may be

appropriate to have a draft report submitted^ to be revised in stages.

For smaller projects, it is probably more practicable to explain im

perfections , but to expect the lessons learnt thereby to be applied to

future reports). Another aspect of comnrmication is the oral or.?}. The

possibilities here will defend on the nunbers of students in the group

and indeed on other circumstances, but if students can be piven the

opportunity to speak once or twice a year for, say, ten minutes on

their projects this again will give them experience which will be

valuable later.

(ix) No syllabus for practical or project work will be given. The person(s)

in charge of such work should take into account the general guidelines

given in this section in designing such work.
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F. Books

For each course various books are listed: they are given in alphabetical author

order. These are given so as to indicate in general terms the range of books available;

there will usually be many authors on the same subject, some of which will be equally

appropriate. Some books listed will serve as textbooks for the student, while others

will only be useful as references for the teacher (student).

The courses as given in the structure below are divided in the first two years

into rather small components, each with length which is a multiple of IS hours. It

is anticipated that they will usually be combined into longer segments, and the common

unit of 15 hours is intended to provide flexibility when combination is undertaken.

G. Course structure

The course structure is as follows:

First year

No, oi? hours

Course allocated

5.101 Basic Introduction 15

5.102 Statistical Methods I 60

5.103 Probability 30

5.104 Accounting (for businesses) 15

5.105 Statistical Computing I ■ 15

5.106 Practical work , 30

Total 165

Second year

5.201 Statistical Methods II 30

5.202 Statistical Inference I 30

5.203 Probability, Stochastic Processes, Distribution Theory 30

5.204 Design of Experiments I 30

5.205 Operations Research I 15

5.206 Sample Surveys 30
5.207 Economic and Social Statistics 30
5.208 Statistical Computing II 30

5.209 Project Work __3£

Total 255
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Third year

Course

S.301 Statistical Inference II

S .302 Further Probability and Distribution Theory

S.303 Statistical Methods III

.304 Design of Experiments II

.305 Further Stochastic Processes

.306 Multivariate Methods and Theory

.307 Time Series ; ■

.308 Demography II

.309 Operations Research II

.310 Industrial Quality Control

.311 Statistical Computing III

.312 Econometrics ;

.313 Biometry

.314 Sampling Techniques and Applications

.315 Actuarial Statistics

.350 Labour Statistics

.351 Education Statistics

.352 Health Statistics

.353 Agricultural Statistics

.354 Price and Quantity Statistics

.355 International Trade Statistics and Balance of Payments

.356 National Accounts

.357 Social Accounts

.358 Food Accounts

.359 Financial Statistics

.360 Industrial Statistics (Statistics of Industry)

.361 Transport and Comminicatiore Statistics

.362 Distribution Statistics

.363 Environment Statistics

.364 Energy Statistics

.365 Statistical Organization

.366 Practical Work

No. of hours

allocated

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30
30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

-'SO-

SO

30

30

30 .

30 .

30

30 .

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

Total 960
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There ate three options in the 3rd year, with a core of subjects to be taken
by all candidates. For ease of convenience, the three options ^e.f^r^mc (A) •
Official (B) and other Applied (C). . The B option is again sub-divided into two
streams: Economic statistics (Bj) ?nd Demographic and Soci.l Statistics (B.). The
core comprises S.301, S.505, 6.iu6, S.307, S.jIi and S.3o6.

The A option is inade_uE_of: 3.302, S.304, S.305, S.308, S.309, S.310, S.312,

S.313, S.314 and S.315. . .

The Bi option consists of: S.309, S.310, S.314, S.315, S.350 S 353, S.354,
S.355,"S.356, S.357, S.358, ~S.359, S.360, S.361, S.362, S.364 and S.365.

, S.309, S.314, S^15, S.350, S.35I, S.352,J^2

S.363 r.nd 3.365.

The_C_optio-ri'is made up of: S.304, S.305, S.303, S.309, S.310, S.312, S.313,

S.314, S.356, S.357 and S.358.

Candidates will nornally he required to take the core together with 11-courses

from the option of their choice. Although especially in institutions able to offer
only a limited solution of options, soire flexibility in making up the 11 courses

should be allowed.

Centres may have difficulty in providing all the options listed above due to
lack of resources. They should modify the options and content ot courses to suit
their individual needs and conditions. For example, the long list or otticiai
statistic courses can be abridged to two courses: Social statistics and Economic
statistics. It should however be noted that African National Statistical Services
have indicated that such combined courses arc not as useful as the detailed individual

courses.
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FIRST YEAR COURSES

S.101 BASIC STATISTICS

This course has two aims. The first is the obvious one of introducing simple

tools, such as graphs, tables and so on to the students. The other is perhaps more

important to emphasis the broad nature and to describe the various aspects of the

subject before the student is completely involved with technical details.

Course topics

1. General introduction: the nature of statistics [the combination of individual

pieces of data into a whole, etc.] ; illustrations of use - description, comparison,

decision, prediction, etc.: types of data [ratio and interval measurement, count,

proportion, categorical, etc.] observational and experimental studies.

2. Attitudes: Need for care; need for sufficient but not excessive accuracy; need

to be specific and systematic [note and record source of data, units, exact

definition, etc.]; need for integrity.

3. Descriptive methods: Stem and leaf charts; frequency distributions [one- and

two-way]. Tables: construction, display and uso.

4. Graphical displays: Simple praphs; scatter plots; pie charts, pictograms, bar

charts; statistical display in nap form.

5. Summary statistics: Measures of location; measures of dispersion; index numbeBs:
measures of correlation. \^

6* Sources: Official - national, regional [provincial], local; international;

unofficial.

7. Data Collection: Householder and canvasser methods; use of administrative

records; censuses and sanple surveys; sirole random, stratified and systematic

samples [description only], precision, non-samoling errors; questionnaire

design and content.

Total: 15 hours, at least 5 hours beinp in an exercise class. Item 2 should

not receive much formal attention, except nerha^s for integrity - it should come up

and be stressed, naturally in applications: some of the items 3, 4, 6 and 7

are better done mostly by exercises; item 6 might instead, be dealt with in Practical

Work.

At various points it will be appropriate to draw attention to common misuses

of statistics. Much of the subject matter of t^is course will recur frequently in

the programme; here only an introduction is intended.

'a-^^
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Reading list

:: ;(i) Adamu, S.O..6 Johnson, T.L., Statistics for beginners, Evans Brqtliers
.(Nigeria Publishers) Ltd. " * / '

(ii) Afonja, Biyi. Introductory Statistics, a learner's motivated approach,
Evans Brothers.(Nigeria Publishers) Ltd., 1982.

(iii) Koopmans, Lambert H. An Introduction to Contemporary Statistics
■f Duxbury Press, Boston, 1981. ' ''

(iv) Moore, David G. Statistics, Concepts and Contraversies, W.,H. Freeman,

(v) Moser, C.A.and Kalton, G. Survey Methods in Social Investigation
(2nd. ed.) Heineraann Educational, London 1974.

(vi) Reichman, IV.J. Use and Abuse of Statistics, Penguin, London, 1964;'

(vii) Tanur, J. (ed.). Statistics, A Guide to the Unknown (2nd, ed.) Holden day
San Francisco, 1973.

(viii) Thirkettle, G.L. Weldon's Business Statistics (9th. ed.) MacDonald/Evans,

(ix) Tufte,:E. The. Visual Display of Quantitative Information, Graphics
Press, Connecticut, 19B3. "
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S.102 STATISTICAL METHODS I

1- Application of the normal distribution: Importance of the normal distribution
in statistics; properties of the normal distribution and its application as a
model for various kinds of data.

2- Repeated sampling: Use of random number table; distribution of sample statistics
like the mean; cases of known and unknown population variances.

3- Inference about a population mean: Point/interval estimate; confidence limits
and intervals; test of mean [large and small sample tests].

4. Comparison of means of two copulations: VJhy compare copulations [means]?
Assumption of equality of variance. Reduction of two sample problem to one
sample problem. .Point/interval estimate of difference of the two means.
Tests of equality of means.

5* Analysis .of frequency data and proportions: Sampling from binomial population;
estimation of proportion. Use of normal approximation: Test of association in
2x2 cross classified [contingency] tables.

6- Linear association [no statistical or probabilistic theory]: Linear
regression: relationships hetv/een two variables: description, prediction
(interpolation), Linearity/non-linearity.
[Straight] line of best fit - possible definitions. Residuals
Least squares (possibility of application to non-linear problems)
Residual plots

Measures of fit: residual sum of squares: R2
Fitting with restrictions: line through the origin.

7- From sample variance to population variance: Point/interval estimate of
population variance and standard deviation; Test about copulation variance,
use of chi-squared test.

8- Comparison of variabilities of two populations: Use of F - test to compare
two variances.

9- Systematic discussion of basic concepts of inference .-Distinction between
statistical inference and ordinary [non-statistical] inference:
Inference as estimation and hypothesis testing;
Statistical error of wrong conclusion (Tyr>e l"and Type II), significance
level; p-values [i.e. achieved level of significance]

Test [null] hypothesis and alternative;

Hypothesis test through use of (a) confidence interval and (b) test
statistics, and their relationship.

One-tailed/two tailed tests.
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10. Non-parametric inference

Meaning of non-parametric method: advantages [less assumptions? often

simpler]; disadvantages [normally less efficient than appropriate

parametric method, possible difficulty in treating question intended]

Basic concepts: ranks; order statistics.

Simple tests: sign test, signed rank and rank suit tests; runs test.

11. Time series: Analysis of tire series data; the forecasting of future

values of a time series from current and oast values.

Total: 60 hours, at least 20 hours being in.an exercise or practical class;

statistical packages should be used to a considerable extent. Examples

should as far as possible be taken from real life situations.

Reading list

(i) Afonja, Biyi. Introductory Statistics. A Learner's Motivated Anproach,

Evans Brothers (Nigeria Publishers) Ltd., 1982.

(ii). CJiatfield, C. The Analysis of Time Series. An Introduction. Chapman

and Hail, London, 1984.

(iii), Clarke, G.M. and Cooke, P. A Basic Course in Statistics (English language

book scheme ed.), Edward Arnold, London, 1984, ' ■ ..

(iv) Hoel, P.G. Elementary Statistics, John Wiley and Sons, New York,

(v) Sprent, P. Quick Statistics. Penguin, London. , ... . ;r,, ,

(vi) Wetherill, G.B. Elementary Statistical Methods (3rd ed.).

Chapman and Hall, London, 1982.
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S.103 PROBABILITY

1. Uncertainty: Long term stability; freauency interpretation of probability.

[Degree of belief - brief mention for contrast and comparison].

2. Mathematical Basis: Sample snace; events. [Translation between mathematical

set language and traditional probability language, e.g. exclusive ■ disjoint]

Axioms of probability.

3. Dependence and Independence: Conditional probability: stochastic or

statistical independence. [Cause and effect]. Bayes1 theorem.

4. Random Variables: Definition [as functions on probability space]. Discrete

case; distribution; probability mass functions. Continuous case; probability

density function; distribution function. Distribution of a function of a

random variable.

5. Expectation: Definition in probability space terms and in distribution

terms and their equivalence. First properties: E(aX) = aE(X); X^O*

E(X)-£o,E(X)s 0 and X £ 0 -+ X - 0 with probability 1. Moments. Expectation
of a function.

6. Simple Discrete Models: Hquiprobable events; the historical definition of

probability. Uniform distribution. Bernoulli sequence [ Binomial

distribution; Geometric distribution; Negative binomial distribution].

Hypergeometric distribution.

7. Common Continuous Distributions: Uniform, negative exponential; normal.

8. Poisson Process: Number of events in fixed time interval; Poisson

distribution. Poisson approximations to the binomial distribution.

Time to first event.

9. Random Vectors: Independent random variables. (The Central Limit Theorem;

the normal approximation to the binomial and to the Poisson distributions).

Joint marginal, and conditional distributions for discrete random variables.

Expectations of functions (Covariarce and correlation). Multinomial distribution.

Note: A total of 30 hours is to be devoted to this subject of which about a

third will be for exercises.
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Reading list

(i) Clarke,. G.M. and Cooke, D. A basic course in statistics (English language
book scheme ed.) Edward Arnold, London 19,84. -

(ii) Feller, W.. Introduction to probability theory and its applications,
Vol.'I. Wiley and Sons, New York.

(iii) Hogg, R.V. and Craig,.A.T. Introduction to mathematical statistics,
CollierMcMillan (4th. ed,) 1978. , ..-.-,

(iv) Meyer, P.L. Introductory probability and statistical applications
(2nd. ed.), Addison-Wesley, Reading, Massachusetts, 1977. .'■•-?>

(v) Hosteller, F. Rouke, R.E.K. and Thomas, G.B. Probability with statistical
applications, Addison-Wesley, London.

(vi) Ross, S.M. A first course in probability. Collier MacMillan, '
New York. 1976. ,.....,,■. .,

(vii) Spiegel, Murray R, Theory and problems of probability and statistics
(schaums outline series), McGraw Hill. . . . F . ... ;;, , ; ■
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S.104 ACCOUNTING (FOR BUSINESSES)

In such a short course it is clearly possible to cover only a rather limited
amount of material. The course outlined below concentrates on analysis, and aims
at leading to an understanding of financial statements and of budgets, rather than
on construction of statements or on accounting systems. The material should be
covered by means of a case study - preferably local. The purpose is twofold: to
give statisticians a basic knowledge which allows them (a)~to*understand the
language and ideas used in the financial planning and control of their own employing
institution, and (b) to act as a member of a team discussing the characteristics and
dynamics of private and public sector enterprises.

Course topics

Purposes of accounting.

Financial and management accounting planning and policy; the

construction and analysis of budgeted financial and management
accounting systems for these purposes.

General introduction to the design and use of management

accounting systems for control purposes.

Reading list

(i) Bull, R.J. Accounting in Business (3rd. ed.) Butterworths, 1976.

(ii) Edey, Harold C. Business budgets and accounts (3rd. ed.) Hutchinson, 1966.

(iii) Graham, H. Ray and Smith, Joe. Hardy developments Ltd., Grower Publishing
Company Ltd, 1982.

(iv) Palmer, R.E. and Taylor, A.H. Financial Planning and Control. Pan
Books, 1969.
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S.105 STATISTICAL COMPUTING I

The use of the computer for data analysis and data processing increases in

importance«very year, and this part of the programme is very important. It is even

more important for the instructor to bear constantly in mind the fact that the aim

is not to impart knowledge for its own sake but to make it possible to use the

computer.

Course topics

1. General computing: How connuters work; introduction to types of problems

computers can solve, e.g. calculation, text editing, data management; general

structure of installation e.g. CPU, peripherals. Mainframe versus stand - alone

micro computers, nettvorking, etc. [brief general introduction}.

2. Introduction to BASIC or other simple high level language: Writing of very

simple programmes [e.g. read numbers, make a simple arithmetic operation and

print the result]; running this programme by the students; flow chart -

structured programming and documentation including use of COMMENT statements;

further simple programmes in connection with an introductory statistical course

[practical work to be shared between the computing and statistical courses]

difference between machine codes, high level language, packages; first use

of one package [such as MINITAS*} [practical work shared with other statistics

courses]: introduction to files.

3. Survey applications: Integration of data processing in the survey cycle;

experience of complete planning/processing: sequence of survey data - or

census files - Drocessing operations: overall system design for surveys

[table planning, questionnaire Planning, coding, data entry]; administrative

control of documents. Possibility of error detection and ouality control by

computer. Processing, tabulation^ report generation, processing of a survey

using a simple micro-computer package.

Note: A total of 15 hours is to be devoted to this course. Practical work will

be done mainly as part of other statistics courses.

* Minitab is just an example of an easy to use package which has a good range of

appropriate facilities including the possibility of doing further analyses on

earlier results.
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Reading list

Ci) Cooke* D., Craven, A.H. and Clarke, G.M. Basic Statistical Computing.
London, Edward Arnold, 19S2.

(ii) Fegan, Richard C. and Brosche, S.L. Basic Computer Programming for Statistics.
A manual (Prentice Hall Inc.).

(iii) Ryan, Thomas A. Jnr., Joiner, Brian L. and Ryan, Barbar F. Minitab
student handbook, Massachusetts, Duxburv Press, 1976.

(iv) Tennant-Smith, J. Basic Statistics, London, Butterworths, 1985.
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S.I06 PRACTICAL WORK

See IntToductipa, section (e)

.-.■(;■■
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SECOND VIAR COURSES

S.201 STATISTICAL METHODS II

This coursej placed in the middle year of the three, is also central in another

sense: it treats the most important cases of the linear model, which has long been

at the heart of statistical analyses of data and will no doubt continue to be so,

systematically. The course is to be a methods course however, rather than one

intended to develop the theory for its own sake, and it is essential that the

relationship with applications to real problems - not just to real data, though that

is certainly important - be kept continually in front of the student, Thus each new

technique should be motivated bv real problems and illustrated by realistic data.

Although section 1 appears small, and is in any case difficult to spend much time

discussing in the abstract, its spirit should pervade the course, so that students

do not perceive rather routine estimation and testing of a prescribed or assumed

model as the only important aspects of statistical method. Section 8 which relates

to a particular facet of the other aspects (to the checking that the model is adequate),

will assist in this and should not be left to the end; from the very beginning students

should be expected to plot or otherwise investigate residuals so that it becomes second

nature to consider whether the usual regression model, with assumptions of normality

and so on, is really applicable to the data in hand. The material indicated could

easily be used to form the basis of a course lasting twice as long or more but the

suggested length is intended to indicate the kind of treatment expected.

Course topics

1. Review of Statistical Approach: Data exploration versus testing and analysis

of hyDOthesised model. The statistical cycle - Identification [of model]-*- Fit

[= estimate] model -*- check for goodness of fit -*■ Identification of revised model
if necessary.

2. Further Problems Arising from two Normal Samples: Comparison of variances;

Behrens - Fisher problem, [mention only].

3. Analysis of Variance CANOVA): Comparison of two population means by ANOVA -

intuitive basis; equivalence to t-test. Model and assumptions. Extension

to three or more groups.

4. Linear Regression; Least-squares and the connection with maximum-likelihood for

the normal model. Estimation of a*. Review of one-way ANOVA; simple linear

recession from this point of view. [Estimation of slope, and of a^i variance
of estimate of slope; test for given slope* confidence interval for points on

line; tolerance interval for new observations]. Connection with correlation.

Prediction of explanatory variable from the dependent variable.

5. Multiple Linear Regression: (two explanatory variables to receive emphasis):

Estimates and confidence intervals for coefficients; estimate of a2. Repeated
observations for same x-estimate of true error and test of lack of fit.

Multiple correlation coefficient - as correlation between dependent variable

and fitted value, and as maximum correlation with linear combinations of

predictors. Partial correlation - relationship to total correlation

[interpretation and examples only - no general formulae] . ANOVA. The use

of dummy variables.
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6* Analysis of Categorical Data: Tests of <?oodness-of-fit and of homogeneity;
X*; tests of independence in general rxc contingency tables. PicNemar's
test for paired data.

?• . -Further,ANOVA:,,General linear model. Contrasts - estimates: orthogonality;
contribution to sum of squares. Sub-hypotheses - subdivision of sum of
squares. Balanced two-way classification.

Not^:, A total of 30 hours will be required of which about 10 hours should be
devoted to exercises which narticularly emphasise real or realistic problems.

Reading list

(i). Brownlee, K.A, Statistical theory and methodology in science and enpineerine
John Wiley fi Sons. ■ ■' . T

(ii) Cook,. R.D. and Weisberg S. Residuals and influence in regression. Chapman
:i T and Hall, London,. 1962. ! ! r

(iii) Davies,,0.L. et ai. Statistical methods in research and production;
Oliver and boyd, Edinburgh.

(iv) Draper, N.R. and Smith, H. Applied regression analysis (2nd. ed.)
, John Wiley $ Sons, Chichester, U.K. 1931.

(v) Hawkins,, D.M.,, Identification, and outliers . Chapman and Hall "'''
,,j London, ,1980. ' ,

(vi) Johnson, M.L. and Leone, F.C. Statistics and experimental design; Vol. II.

(vn) Ostle, B. Statistics in research. Iowa State University Press.

(viii) Scheffe, H.W. The analysis of variance. John Wiley S Sons.

(ix) Snedecor, G.w. and Cochran, W.G. Statistical methods (6th. ed.)
Iov/a State, University Press. .

(x) Weisberg, S. Applied linear regression. Wiley, New York. 1982.

(xi) Wetherill, G.B. Intermediate statistical methods, Chapman and Hall,
London, 1981.

(xii) Wetherill, G.B. Elementary statistical methods (3rd. ed.) Chapman and
Hall, London, 1982.
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S.202 STATISTICAL INFERENCE I

This course aims at establishing at elementary and intuitively understandable

level the theoretic basis and justification for most of the commonly.used techniques
and concepts in statistical methods and practice. '

*• Statistical inference as point/interval estimation and hypothesis testing:
Properties of good estimate: unbiasedness - choice among unbiased estimates;
(consistency - examples of consistent estimators); closeness - minimum mean
square error and minimum variance criteria; Cramer-Rao lower-bound.

2. Sufficiency: Notions of sufficient statistics, identification through
factorization and Fisher-Neynan's characterization theorem; two parameters
and joint sufficiency. ;

3- Methods of estimation: Maximum likelihood method - likelihood function,

properties of maximum likelihood estimates (TE), numerical /including interativel
determination of MLE in simple cases; least square estimates; method of
moments; equivalence/nonequivalence of estimates using different methods.

4* Interval estimates: Confidence intervals [one parameter].

5- Hypothesis tests: Simple null hypothesis versus simnle alternative hypothesis;
likelihood ratio, critical region; size and power of test; Neyman r Pearson
lemma; simple null versus composite alternative hypothesis; uniformly most

powerful test, equitailed test, likelihood ratio test [no asymptotic theory].

N°te: A total of 30 hours will be required for this course of which about 10 hours
will be devoted to exercises.

Reading list

(i) Bhattacharya, G. and Johnson. Statistical methods and concepts. John

(ii) Hogg, R.V. and Craig, A.T. Introduction to mathematical statistics.
(4th. ed.) John Wiley § Sons, New York.

(iii) Huntsberger and Billingslev, P. Elements of statistical inference
(5th. ed.) Allyn § Bacon.

(iv) Mood, A.M., Graybill, F.A. and Boes, D.C. Introduction to the theory of
statistics (3rd. ed.) McGraw Hill.

(v) Morris, Carl and John E. Ralnh. Introduction to data analysis and
statistical inference, Prentice Hall. 1981.
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S.203 PROBABILITY, STOCHASTIC ;PROCESSES, DISTRIBUTION THEORY . .

This course has three main aims:

(a) To complete the process begun in S.103 of providing a good, grounding in

the basic theory and techniques of probability. Aside from the sections explicitly

devoted to this (1,2,3,5,6), probability theory supports distribution theory and

stochastic processes, both of,which provide examples of, and practice in the use of,

probabilistic arguments for students *y note that partly because of lack of time

within the present framework, and partly because of the greater sophistication

required of students, limit theorens and most material on generating functions are

postponed until the third year;

(b) To complete the basic distribution theory required for statistics at

this level; note that section 6 has relevance to simulation, which is treated

in S.209. . ,■ :

(c) To introduce some of the important relatively simple stochastic process

models, both for their own sake and as illustrations of the applications of-probability

As far as (c) is concerned the emphasis should be on the modelling aspects,

rather than on the theory itself, with examples of practical applications discussed:

for example, relatively simple Markov chain models have been used in social statistical

contexts such as manpower planning and migration analysis as well as in more tradir ■

tional physical areas, and queuing models have been applied to job scheduling in

computers.

Course tonics

1. Probability: Revision of basic material; extensions, such as use of indicator

variables, formula for F[A UA ...UA, ]; inequality P(A UA.U...UA ) £ P(AT) +

P(A2) + ...+ P(An). A

2. Joint, Marginal and Conditional Distributions: [Emphasis on bivariate case;

possible reference to general multivariate situation]: Extension to [absolutely]

continuous case. First introduction to functions of two variables [no

Jacobians]. Treatment of eCY'XJ as random variable; relationship

- e[y] .

3. Bivariate Normal Distribution: Bivariate case: joint, marginal, and condi

tional distributions; linear combinations of £ dependent] normal variables.
Regression functions EtYiX] and E[X>Y].

2

4. Standard Distributions: Gamma; Beta. Derived distributions: t,x.»F. Brief

reference to their inter-relationships. Brief review of uses. Reference to

tables.

5. Inequalities: Markov; Chebyshev; Usefulness in estimation of probabilities.
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6. Functions of Random Variables (and Pandora Vectors)r Probability integral
transform [continuous case only]; inverse of this, with application to
obtaining random deviates from specified distribution. Expectation and
variance of linear combinations of random variables. Order - statistics -
definition; distribution of X X median of simple randon sample
[continuous case only], *■ J *■ J

1 • generating Functions_: [Definition and introduction to use of probability
generating functions and moment peneratinr functions.

8. Markov Chains: [Stationary transition probabilities only]. The Markov property
and its importance. Piscrete-tine Markov chains: Transition matrix; Chapman-
Kolmogorov equations. Geometric holding times. Stationary [equilibrium]
distributions [no limits at this stage].

9' Continuous-time Processes: Review of Poisson process. Birth and death processes.
[Forward] differential equations. Stationary distributions- detailed balance
equations.

10• Queuing Models: General introduction to queuing systems. Deterministic
approximations; applications to heavy traffic. M/M/l queues in continuous

time GI/M/1 - embedded Markov chain analysis; stationary distribution.
Simulation of queuing systems (see also S.209).

Note:A total of 30 lecture hours will be devoted to this course, of which one third
will be for practicals.

Reading list

(i) Cox, D.R. and Miller, H.D. The theory of stochastic processes. Chanman
and Hall, London, 1977.

(ii) Cox, D.R. and Smith, W.L. Queues, Chapman and Hall, London, 1961.

(iii) Cox, D.R. Renewal theory, Chapman and Hall, London, 1S67.

(iv) Cox, D.R. and Lev/is, P.A.V-\ The statistical analysis of series of events,
Chapman and Hall, London, 1966.

(v) Feller, W. Probability theory and its applications, Vol. I (3rd. ed.)
John Wiley f, Sons.

(vi) Hogg, R.V. Probability and statistical inference (2nd. ed.) McMillan.

(vii) Honfj R.V..and Craig, A.T. Introduction to mathematical statistics
(3rd. ed.) John Wiley £ Sons. :iew York.

(viii) f!ood, A.M., Graybill, P.A. and Boes, D.C. Introduction to the theory

■ of statistics (3rd. ed.) McGraw Kill.

(ix) parzen, E. T'odem probability theory and its applications. John Iriley.

(x) Sheldon, II. Ross. A first course in probability, McMillan, New York,
(2nd. ed.).
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S.204 DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS I

Throughout this course, the relationship between design and analysis should be

stressed. There should be suitable practical examples. As in many other parts of the

syllabus the theory is to support application Thus at the end, a student ought to be

able, at least for reasonably sinple situations, to surest a suitable design to analyse
results arisinf from such a design in an appropriate v;ay. Optir.ality consideration and

questions of rathematical structure of design should be left until later.

1. Principles'of 'experimentation: Nature of scientific investigation;

Experimental objective - knowledge about population [universe] ; statistical

objectives; optimal procedures for collecting and analysing data; role of

randomization, replication and local control of error: definition of treatment,

experimental units; design by exajroles/illustrations. .

2. Some common designs: Completely randomized design [zoro-way elimination of

variation]; randomized complete block design [one-way elimination of variation];

rationale for blocking, simple case of two treatments and haired comparison,

analysis; latin squares [two-way elimination of variation!; rationale,
randomization, analysis; relative merits of the designs.

3. Introduction to factorial experiments: Simple examples of experiments

involving more than one factor; one factor at a time versus factorial

approach.

4. Factors at two levels f2 design]: the 2 and 2 designs; definition,

calculation and interpretation of main effects and interactions.

Note: A total of 30 lecture hours will be required. About 10 hours of this should

be devoted to practical exercises.

Reading list

(i) Davies, O.L. Design and analysis of industrial experiments, ■ • ■ <>
(2nd. ed.). Oliver and Boyd, Edinburgh, 1964, . .

(ii) Finney, D.J. An introduction to the theory of experimental design, The

University of Chicago Press.

(iii) Hicks, C.R. Fundamental concepts in the design of experiments

(2nd. ed.) Ho H Rienchant and Winston.

(iv) Kempthome, 0. The desipji and analysis of experiments.

John Wiley and Sons.

(v) Mead, R. and Cumow, R.N. Statistical nethods in agriculture and

experimental biology. Chapman and Hall.

(vi) Montgomery, D.C. Design and analysis of experiments. John Wiley and Sons.
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S.205 OPERATIONS RESEARCH I

1. Optimisation: Brief survey of optimisation problems.

2- Linear programming: Graphical solution of two-variable problem. Simplex

' method. Sensitivity analysis. Transportation and assignment problems.

5> Networks: Networks; nodes, links; directed and undirected graphs. Types
of problems - critical path, maximal flow, shortest path, minimufa network

cost. Critical path analysis (Shortest path algorithm; variability; PERT)

Note: A total of 15 hours will be devoted to this course, of which one-third

will be for practical exercises/tutorials.

Reading list

(i) Buffa^ E.S. and Dyer, J.S. Management science/operations research.
John Wiley, 1981 (2nd. ed.).

(ii) Cox, D.R. and Smith, W.L. Queues* Chapman and'Hall/ London, 1961.

(iii) Mital, K.V. Optimization methods in operations research and systems
analysis . .- ■ L

(iv) Morgan, B.J.T. Elements of simulation, Chapman and Hall,
London, 1984.

(v) Smiths R»K. Network optimisation practice: a computational guide.

Ellis Horwood, 1982.

(vi) Taha, H. Operations research, an introduction.

(vii) Trustram, K. Linear programming, Routledge, Kegan Paul,
London, 1971.

(viii) Vajda, S. Linear programming,science paper backs.

Chapman and Hall. 1981.
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S.206 SAMPLE SURVEYS

2* Uses, scope and advantages of sample surveys: Census vs survey. Additional
information in censuses, advance tabulations in censuses, market research,
quality control. Scope - national or subnational, special groups, unisubject
or multisubject. Advantages - lower costs, quicker results, better quality
data. n '

2. Types of surveys: By subject coverage (e.g. household consumption, expenditure
income, assets, debts, labour force, employment, unemployment and underemployment;
demographic characteristics, ^household and family structure, position of women
and children; fertility, mortality and migration; conditions of housing, water
supply, health, nutrition, education, literacy, culture, and access to and use
ot related facilities/services; productive activities and outputs of households
including household enterprises - agriculture, industry, trade - and-access
to and use of related facilities etc.); by Unit of inquiry (household,
establishment, holding, outlets, individuals, etc.); by mode (single-round
retrospective, multi-round, "continuous" observation, longitudinal, etc.).

3- Survey organization: Principal steps in a sam:e Purvey, survey programming,
survey budget. Calendar of principal activities. Manpower requirements;
budget; Questionnaire design; Data processing arrangements, Dummy tables.
Pre-tests. Field organization. Training of field workers. Preparation of
enumeration manuals and training materials. Analysis of results* Report
writing. Publication and dissemination of results.

4. Sample design: Frame construction (list and area frames). Master samples.
Sampling units. Purposive, probability and quota sampling (basic ideas only)
Simple random sampling with or without replacement. Sample size. Stratified
sampling. Systematic sampling. Multi-stage sampling. Area sampling and
PPS selections (non-mathematical treatment). Estimation of means, total
and proportions. Variance calculation. (No proofs required). Sampling error.

5. Errors: Sources, types (.coverage and non-coverage], methods of minimising
contribution to total survey error. How to deal with non-response [simple
techniques only].

6* Management of surveys: Monitoring and review. Quality control.

Note: A total of 30 hours will be required for this course, excluding exercises
which will be done as homework.
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Reading list

(i) Barnett, V. Elements of sampling theory, EUP London, 1975.

(il} Newark ^979 S°mp1*^ techni<lues &d- ed.) John Wiley 6 Sons

(iii) Jessen J.W. Statistical survey techniques. John Wiley and Sons Inc
New York. *

Civ) Kish, Leslie. Survey Sampling, John Wiley and Sons, Inc. New York.

(v) Moser C and Kalton, G. Survey methods in social investigation, The
English language Book Society and Keinemann Educational Books.

(vi) Raj, Des. The design of sample surveys, McGraw Hill, 1972..

(vii) Raj, Des. Sampling theory, McGraw Hill.

(viii) Sampford, M.R. Sampling theory.

(ix) Stuart, A. The ideas of sampling. Griffin, High Wycombe, U.K. 1983.

Cx) Warwick, D.P. and Linger, C.A. The sample survey; Theory and practice,

(xi) Yates, F. Sampling methods for censuses and surveys (4th. ed.) Griffin,
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S.207 ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL STATISTICS

1- Economic Statistics: Scope, data requirements and data applications, with
particular reference to national accounts, international trade and balance
of payments, financial statistics and industrial statistics, including
information on the informal sector. Price indices.

2- Demography: Scope of demographic and socio-economic data. Uses and importance
of demographic data. Demographic situation in Africa. Population pyramids.
Demographic concepts and measures - what are we trying to estimate and why?
Sources of data - census, registration, surveys, administrative and other

. !records- Types of data collected - demographic, socio-economic, geographic,
etc. Defihitibn of population - de facto, de jure, modified and. their
advantages and disadvantages. Methods of enumeration - interviewer
(canvasser), householder, mail; individual, group assembly; special

techniques for enumerating nomads, semi-nomads, remote area dwellers.
Sample versus complete coverage. Data availability - national publications,

international agencies (UN and other). Cohort and period concepts. Rates
arid ratios. Standardisation. Deterministic or stochastic interpretation?
Determinants of fertility, mortality and migration - African situation.

3- Social Statistics: Nature, purpose sources, objectives in collecting,.compilling and
analysing social statistics: conceptual problems; validity and reliability concepts,

definitions and classifications; measurement problems in social surveys.Socio-economic
indicators. Some sectoral concerns and their relevant statistics (employment,
wage and price trends and social security, the unemployed, the inactive; poverty

and inequality; health; education; .housing; women, youth and children; social
welfare, popular participation, crime prevention and criminal justice; environment;
disability, the allocation of time and use of leisure). Studies in the
integration of social statistics (System of social and demographic statistics
(SSDS) anc the framework for the integration of social and. demographic statistics).

Note: A total of 30 hours is to be devoted .to this course of which 10 hours should
be for practical exercises and tutorials.

Reading list

(i) Barclay, George, W. Techniques of population analysis . New York.
Wiley. London, Chapman § Hall.

(ii) Kpedekpo, G.M.K. Essentials of demographic analysis of Africa". Heinemann.

(iii) Pollatdv A.U., Yusuf, and Pollard, G.N. Demographic techniques . \
New York. Pergamon Press.

(iv) Pressat, Roland. A workbook in demography , Henthen, London.

(v) United Nations: Social indicators. Preliminary guideliness and illustrative
series. Statistical series M. No. 63. United Nations, New York, 1978.

(vi) United Nations: Towards a svstem of social and demographic statistics. ;
United Nations, New York, 1975.

(vii) United Nations: Studies in the integration of social statistics:
Technical Report, Series F. No. 24. United Nations, New York, 1979.
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S.208 STATISTICAL COMPUTING II

A. GENERAL COMPUTING

X* General Aspects: Operating systems [brief]; compiled and interpreted
languages. Introduction of new language [if possible Fortran]. Writing
of simple programs. Introduction of new package, e.g. SPSS.

2> Further Considerations: Program features [accuracy - depends on algorithm
and machine word length; speed -algorithm and machine]. Languages, packages.
Operating Systems. (Portability/compatibility; ease of use; menus, prompts,
•help1 systems; batch processing, interactive use - advantages for exploratory
work of interactive capability).

B. SOME CONCRETE APPLICATIONS

3. Simulation: Need for and approach to simulation of systems; simulation of
simple deterministic systems; stochastic systems. (Random and pseudo-random
numbers - advantages of, and need for, pseudo-random numbers. Generation of
uniform variables: congruential methods; tests of randomness. Generation of
variates from other distributions by inverse probability integral transforms.
Simulation of simple stochastic systems. Simulation of inventory and stqck-
control systems). [Even if simulation languages/packages are available,
some program writing in Fortran should be demanded, for practice]. :

4. Surveys: Questionnaire design: Computing/data processing aspects. Data
editing and correction (on line validation; deferred control and data editing
techniques - cold-deck and hot-deck methods), editing and imputation
principles; writing of edit specifications; an edit package (e.g. CONCOR)
will be introduced. Tabulation: table design; writing of table specifi
cations; a tabulation package (e.g. CENTS-4) will be introduced.

Note_: A total of30 hours will be devoted to this course. Practical exercises
will be done in relation to the other statistical courses.

Reading list

(i) Bratley, P.,Fox, B.L. and Shrage, L.E. A guide to simulation. Springer-Verlag

(ii) Elliss, T.M.R. A structured approach to Fortran 77 programming, Addison Wesley,

(iii) Fegan, R.C. and Brosche, S.P:. Fortran Computer programming for statistics.
A manual.

(iv) Morgan, Byron J.T. Elements of simulation, London, Chapman & Hall, 1982.

(v) Naylor, R.H. et.al. Computer simulation techniques,

(vi) Tocher, K.D. The art of simulation.
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S.209 PROJECT WORK

See Introduction, section (E). The best time for this work is the long vacation
between the second and third years.
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THIRD YEAR COURSES

S.301 STATISTICAL:INFERENCE II

1« Further inference: Maximum likelihood estimation - review, extension to vector
case; numerical calculations. Generalised likelihood ratio test; asymptotic

properties. Basic notions of multiple comparisons - change in effective
significance level [emphasis on the practical aspects, rather than on theory
or on details of various procedures].

2* Bayesian inference: Problems associated with classical [sampling theory]
approach; Bayes approach - prior and posterior distributions; specification
of prior distributions; elementary Bayesian decision theory; examples of
situations in which Bayesian and classical approaches give equivalent or ,
nearly equivalent results.

3" Semi-empirical approaches: Monte-Carlo methods. Jack knife. Bootstrapping.

4- Sequential methods: Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPPT); Stein fixed-
width confidence intervals.

Note: Detailed proofs only where they throw light on concepts, otherwise outlines
of proofs will be enough. A total of 30 hours of lectures will be devoted
to this course. Exercises will be done as home work.

Reading list

(i) Baraett, V. Comparative statistical inference, (2nd. ed.), John Wiley,
Chichester, U.K., 1931.

(ii) Dixon and Massey. Introduction to statistical analysis, McGrawhill.

(iii) Efron, B. The Jacknife, the bootstrap and other resampling plans.
Society for industrial and applied mathematics, 1982.

(iv) Hogg, R.V. and Craig., A.T. Introduction to mathematical statistics
(4th. ed.) John Wiley S Sons, New York.

(v) Maritz, J.S. Distribution-free statistical methods, paperback,
Chapman and Hall, London, 1984.

(vi) Mood, A.M., Graybill, F.A. and Boes, D.C. Introduction to the theory
of statistics (3rd. ed.) McGraw Hill. '

(vii) Silvey, S.D. Statistical inference, Chapman f? Hall,

(viii) V.^asam. Parametric statistical inference, McGraw Hill.

(ix) Wetherill, G.B. Sequential methods in statistics (2nd. ed.)
Chapman and Hall, London, 1975.
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S.302 FURTHER PROBABILITY AND DISTRIBUTION THEORY

1. Generating Functions: Probability generating functions; application to

determination of moments, to sums of independent random .variables and to

solution^ or" equations for" birth and death processes and queuing, models;

uniqueness theorem. Moment generating functions and characteristic functions;
application to determination of moments and to .sums of independent random

Variables; uniqueness theorem [outline proof at most];-generatiiig functions
for random vectors . , "'"': "■'.-"'

2. Multivariate Normal Distribution: Definition and properties [pdf in non-

singular case; characteristic function;., random vector in multivariate normal-

if and only if every linear form is univariate. normal]- Marginal and_conditional

distributions of subsets, distributions of [vector] linear transforms.

3. Quadratic.Forms in Normal' Variables; Motivation by applications to ANOVAj -

Introduction to distribution theory - X'2 [central and non-central],- one

quadratic form and independence of two quadratic forms;"independence; of

linear :form and quadratic form - application to mean and sample Variance.

4. Functions of Random Variables and of Random Vectors: Distribution of sum of

two random variables; independent case (convolution). Comparison of two

approaches v- (i) find1 distribution of f(X,Y) conditional or X,.then ^integrate

out dependence on Xi';; (ii) transform X,Y; to U = f(X,Y) and convenient V.. ;

Joint distribution of pairs of order statistics [continuous case only}.

5. Convergence and Limit Theorems: Convergence in distribution; application

of characteristic functions Ino proofs]. Central limit theorem, for ■ •> r .

independent, identically distributed, tandom variables.. -Convergence in

probability. VJeak Law of Large Numbers. Almost sure convergence and the

Strong Law of Large Numbers [brief introduction only] . ':. :

Reading _list

(i) Feller, W. Probability theory and its applications, vol. I ;"

(3rd. ed.) John Wiley § Sons.

. r>1"".

(ii) Hogg, R.V. and Craig, A.T. Introduction to mathematical^ statistics , ;

(4th.: ed.) John Wiley § Sons, Now York. ,

(iii) Mood, A.M., Graybill, E.A. and Boes., D.C. Introduction to the.theory

of statistics (3rd. ed.) McGraw-Hill.

K ■■'■■■
(iv) Parzen, E. Modern probability theory and its applications.

John Wiley. ■ .. ;
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S.303 STATISTICAL METHODS III

This course belongs to the core, intended to be taken by all students no matter

what their final destination, and this must be borne in mind in the detailed planning

and in the teaching. It contains some supplementary material on methods introduced

earlier arid introduces in general terms some new topics such as multivariate analysis.

Course topics

1. Regression Diagnostics: Assumptions underlying regression. Least-squares

residuals. (Residuals standardised to have constant variance)* Residual

plots [normal] probability plots; plots against fitted values; plots against

explanatory [independent] variables; field and index plots [i.e. against

actual position in real world - in space or time - in which observation

arises]scatter plots of e- against e. ,.

2. General Linear Model Theory: Matrix approach, 'tiauss-Markov theorem. Normal

model-maximum likelihood.. (Reduction to canonical form. Independence of

coefficients and residuals). Non-full-rank case [brief discussion only] .

3. Transformations: Possible ains - stabilisation of variance, reduction to preferred

distributional properties [symmetry, nomality] , linearisation or other

simplification of form of relationship. Possible conflicts between these,

and with main objective of investigation and with simplicity of interpretation.

Informal and formal approaches to selection of transformation. Relationships:

Box-Cox family and transformation of y; transformation of x.

4. Further Aspects of Regression: Non-linear relationships: use of transformations,

polynomial regression. Collinearity. Outliers. Review of material on

residuals. Adjusted residuals (leave-one-out residuals, recursive residuals;

measures of influence).

5. Random Effects Models: Estimation of variance components in simple one way

and two way models [ hierarchical (nested) and crossed] .

6. Multivariate Statistics: Practical examples. Examination of data matrix,

reduction of the data matrix; definition and calculation of sample summary

statistics - means, variances, covariances, correlation; examination and

interpretation of sample correlation matrix.
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Reading list

(i) Bhattacharya, G. and Johnson. Statistical methods and concepts,
John Wiley.

(ii) Cook, R.D, § Weisberg, S. Residuals § inferences in regression.
Chapman § Hall, 1982.

(iii) Dobson, A.J. An introduction to statistical modelling.
Chapman and Kail. London, 1933.

(iv) Draper, N.R. and Smith, H. Applied regression analysis.
John Wiley and Sons, 1981.

(v) Graybill, F.A. Linear models, vol. I. McGraw Hill.

(vi) McCullagh, P. and Nelder, J.A. Generalised linear models.
Chapman and Hall. London, 1983.

(vii) Rao, C.R. Linear statistical inference (2nd. ed.)
John Wiley § Sons.
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S.304 DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS II

The emphasis of this course should be firmly on those aspects of design
which are relevant to the practice of statistics: that is on the choice of
design and on the way in which the analysis is related to the design. Mathematical
theories of construction of design are to be avoided, as are other general theo
retical results such as, for example, those about confounding systems.

Course topics

1. Review of experimental and statistical objectives

2- General 2 design (n factors at 2 levels): Confounding; practical illustration
of the need for reduction in block size; confounding of one or more effects,
defining contrasts and block formation: partial confounding, fractional
replication - using one-half, one-quarter fraction, general case, block
compositions - meaning and use of such concepts as aliases, generators,
defining contrasts, principal fraction,

2 "*
3- Factors at 3 levels: 3 and 3" experiments with and without confounding;

estimation of effects, meaning of effects in terms of response curve for
case of quantitative factor. [3rief treatment only].

4- Subdivision of plots: Split plot design (as example of factorial experiment).

5- Incomplete block designs: General nature and need for incomplete blocks,
types of designs, balanced designs and their importance, balanced incomplete
block design (intra and interblock analysis); partially balanced incomplete
blocks - two-associate class only; others such as Youden squares, lattice
designs; relative merits and appropriateness of the designs vis-a-vis
objectives of the investigation; practical illustration of the various
designs.

6. Introduction to response surface methodology: First order designs; second
order designs.

1• Planning of experiments: Considerations of choice of design; brief introduction
to some such issues as economic consideration, precision etc.; treatment

design (selection of treatments); experimental design (arrangement of
treatments). Determination of optimum plot/block size and shape.

8* The role of the^_statistician in the various stages of an investigation:
viz. planning, design, data collection and analysis; use of at least one

real life investigation in any appropriate area such as agriculture,
medicine (clinical trials), psychologyP industry etc.

Note: 30 hours will be devoted to this course, a third of which will be for
tutorials/practicals.
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Reading list

(i) Box, G.E.P., Hunter,-J.S. and_Hunter,.W,G. Statistics for experiments.

(ii) Cochran, N.G. and Cox, G. Experimental designs, John Wiley 5 Sons.

(iii) Cox, D.Rj Planning of experiments, John Wiley, Chichester, U.K., 1966.

(iv) Davies, O.L. Design and analysis of industrial experiments

(2nd. ed.)> Oliver>, Boyd, Edinburgh, 1964. - ;

(v)- Daniel, C. .Applications of statistics to industrial experimentation

Jphn Wiley,- Chichester, U.K., 1976. .

(vi) ,Das, M.'N. ^nd.^iri, N.C. Design and, analysis of experiments,

John Wiley (Eastern ed.)} 1930. . .

(vii) Davies, O.L. and Goldsmith, P.L. Statistical methods in research and

production (4th. ed.) Oliver £ Boyd, Edinburgh/1976. - -

(viii) John, J.A. and Quenouille. Experiments: Design and analysis.

(ix) Kempthorne, 0. The design an^ analysis of experiments.

John Wiley f7 Sons. .. ,
.. f- ~ * -

(x); Montgomery, D.C. , Design and analysis of experiments,

John Wiley and Sons. New York.
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S.305 FURTHER STOCHASTIC PROCESSES

1. Random Phenomena in Time and Space: General review discussion, including

mention of point processes. Distributions. Strict Stationarity; second-

order stationarity weak [stationarity].

2. Discrete-time Renewal Theory: [i.e. Recurrent Events]. Formulae, periodicity.

The Erdos-Feller-Pollard theorem [without proof]. Transience, null-

recurrence and recurrence. , ,. ;

3. Markov.Chains: Further studv of ciiscrete-time chains [an introduction to

the classification of states and limit theory; expected transition times];

further development of continuous-time chains [general birth, death and

immigration processes, transition intensities; Chapman-Kolmogorov equations

and Kolmogorov forward and backward equations; absorption probabilities];

Poisson process with time varying intensity.

4. The Galton Watson Branching Process

5. Renewal Theory: . The key renewal.theorem; the renewal equation.

6. Semi-Markov Processes: Introductory discussion.

Reading list

(i) Bailey, N.T.J. Elements of stochastic processes. John Wiley § Sons, 1983.

(ii) Cox, D.R. and Miller, H.D. The theory of stochastic processes. Holden

Day, 1970.

(iii) Cox, D.R. and Smith, v-.l. Queues. Chapman and Hall. London, 1961 (Paperback).

(iv) Cox, D.R. Renewal theory. Chapman and Hall> London, 1967 (Paperback).

(v) Cox, D.R. and Lewis, P.A.''/. The statistical analysis of series of events.

Chapman and Hall, London, 1966.

(vi) Cox, D.R. and Isham, V. Point processes. Chapman and Hall. London, 1980.

(vii) Feller, VI. An introduction to probability theory and its applications.

Vol. I (3rd. ed.) John Wiley and Sons, 1957.

(viii) Karlin, Samuel. A first course in stochastic processes. Academic press, 1966.

(ix) Parzen, E. Stochastic processes, Holden Day.

(x) Ross, S.M. Applied probability models with optimization applications.

Holden Day, 1970.

(xi) Ross, S .M. Stochastic processes. John Wiley & Sons. 1983.
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S.306 MULTIVARIATE METHODS AND THEORY

Paragraphs I and 2 below repeat paragraphs 6 of S.303 (Statistical Methods III).

They may of course be ignored i^ this course begins after that part of S.303 has

been covered.

Course topics

1. Practical examples of multivariate data

2. Preliminary data analysis: Examination of data matrix, reduction of the data
matrix: definition and calculation of sample summary statistics-means,

variances, covariances, correlation; examination and interpretation of sample

correlation matrix. .

3. One-sample test of vector mean: Multivariate analogue of univariate one-sample
tests on ing an e.g. chi-squared test for case of known covariance matrix, or

Hotclling f2 statistic for case of unknown covariance matrix; implication of
rejection.of zero mean hypothesis - simultaneous confidence interval for

detecting important components; test of structural relationship.

4. Extension to two - sample tests: Testing equality of two population means.-

calculation of pooled covariance matrix.

5. Classification into one of two populations: Discriminant function and

relevant decision rule.

6. The multivariate normal distribution: Marginal and conditional distribution;
marginal means and covariances; conditional means and multivariate regression

function; conditional covariance.

7. Study of relationships (association): Problem of interpretation of many
correlations; partial correlation; maximum likelihood estimates of covariances

and correlations; joint relationship of one variable with the others - multiple

correlation (sample value and tests).

8. Examination of covariance structure: Tests for complete independence; use of
Wilks criterion based on likelihood ratio.

9. Relationship between two subsets of the variables: Test of independence; using
one subset to predict another - canonical correlation and canonical variables;

test of canonical correlation and reduction in dimensionality.

10. Principal components as another means of reducing and knowing effective
dimensionality: Calculation and interpretation of principal components.

11. Elements of multivariate analysis of variance: (MANOVA) the one-way grouping

and tv/o-wny grouping without interaction.
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Note: A total of 30 hours of lectures will be devoted to this course, Exercises

will be done as home work.

Reading list

(i) Anderson, T.W, An introduction to multivariate statistical analysis

(2nd. ed.) John Wiley and Sons. Hew York.

(ii) Chatfield,-C. and Collins, A,J. Introduction to multivariate analysis.

Chapman and Hall.

(iii) Gordon, A.D. Classification. Chapman § Hall. London, 1981.

(iv) Morrison, D.F. Multivariate statistical methods (211(1. .ed.)

McGraw Hill. '

(v) iNeil, H. Timm., Multivariate analysis with-applications %n

, . '., education and psychology. . . ■ ,

(vi) Press, S.J. Applied multivariate analysis. Holt Rinehart and Winston.

' (viii.) Rao, C.R. Linear statistical inference (2nd. pk.) John Wiley ana Sons.

(viii), \Seber, C.A.F Multivariate observations, John Wiley P* Sons.
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S.307 TIME SERIES

1. Time series: Review of aims - analysis, forecasting, control. Strictly
stationary, second-order stationary and non-stationary processes. Stationary
processes - theoretical moments, autb-correlations, and partial auto

correlations. Sample moments, auto-correlations, partial auto-correlations.

2. Models: White noise. Autoregressive (AR) , Moving Average (MA) and Auto-
regressive Moving Average (ARMA) models (emphasis on first and second order
""Toa;^ ^tationarity ** invertibility; Yule-IValker equations; Forms of ACF
and PACF for sample models (Sample Versions from simulated series)- AR re
presentations. Combined Models - possibility of reduction to stationarity
by removal of trend and seasonal components (additive or multiplicative model)
Brier mention of multivariate and transfer function models.

3* Model identification and estimation: Identification of ARMA models by means
of sample ACF and PACF. Estimation of parameters. Standard errors of
sample moments and of parameter estimates.

4. ^recasting: Minimum mean square error forecasting and alternatives. Use
o± AR representation. Updating algorithms.

5. Spectral theory: (Discrete time) [Proofs - some indications- but no attempt
at completeness]; Trigonometric polynomials, harmonic decompositions and
Fourier series. Spectral representation of the process. Spectral re
presentation of the ACF; Wiener-Khintchine relatipns, Effect of linear
filters. Brief introduction to estimation of spectra.

Note_: A total of 30 hours will be devoted to this course, of which 10 hours will
be for practical exercises.

Reading list

(i) Anderson, O.D. Time series analysis and forecasting. The Box-Jenkins
Approach. Butterworths. London. 1976.

(ii) Bloomfield, P, Fourier analysis of time series, an introduction.
John Wiley. New York. ' !

(iii) Box, G.E.P. and Jenkins, G.M. Time series analysis forecasting and control
Holden Day, London, 1976.

(iv) qjiatfield, C. The analysis of time series. An introduction (2nd. ed )
Chapman § Hall, London, 1984.

(v) Gottman,,J.M. Time series analysis. A comprehensive introduction for ■
social scientists. Cambridge Press, 1981
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S.308 DEMOGRAPHY II

1. Fertility: Fertility measures based on vital statistics-their computation

fertility r^eTT ^ > g til±ty "te.^eSfS
till* ' 3"f6d rates/ Cohort and Petiod fertility measures. Measures
based on censuses and surveys: Child woman ratio; number of children eveTbSS
alive (parity) and completed family si2e. Some methods for obtaining lertS
measures from inadequate and deficient data (Brass technique, Coale-Demeny
method based on stable populations, reverse survival ratio method) Re X

fertilitv^L; C°SCePt^ and measures- Gross ^d net reproduction rates. Total
Tflirl Ya ♦ ^production rates by indirect methods. Level of fertility in
Africa. Age pattern of fertility and differentials by socio-economic characteristics

2' c^,^1^ Vari0US ™ortality measures - their computation from registration and
census and survey data - uses and limitations. Crude and adjusted rates
c^,^^ p egistrati
census and survey data - uses and limitations. Crude and adjusted rates

m^a urei (LltT^T*1/** ^^^ mortali^ Derivation of morta ity
^S?.6*" ^f"Cien*.and ^complete date-Brass, Coale-Demeny, Stolnitz
and Arriaga methods. Life tables - their nature and uses. Types of life

co^ntionafV?1: uT^T "* their ^ionships • Construction of
IZIZ T tableS> Constructi°n °f life tables from census data (one
life tih£« ?Lm°re ™nreS) and fr°m deficie>* »d incomplete data. Model
life tables (UN, Coale-Demeny; Brass etc.): Application of life tables in

ElitT loc'r- L6Vel °f/°«ali^ in Afri«. Age and sex p'atte^s of
mortality. Socio-economic and geographic differentials in mortality
Mortality trends in Africa. Morbidity and health situation in Africa.

S£0"f Mea?ures of "igration-probleras in migration estimation. Some
methods of estimating migration (growth rate, vital statistics and balancing

or 1 ' SU"XVf Tati°J ■ USe °f CenSUS dat? *lace of birth, place of laft
P^t reildfceduratl0n of residen t) Ai

J *lace of birth, place of laf
v^t if duratl0n of residence etc.). Assumptions involved in
T m!thods lustration of applicabilit t Afi

if etc.). Assumptions involved
U«w T !thods- lustration of applicability to African countries.
of citi^\lfT^ °fTlnternai "ig^tion in Africa. Urbanisation and growth
ot cities and towns. Impact of migration on development.

4- ^nM^fjOEulationdxange: Effects of fertility, mortality and migration
on population size and composition. Closed populations. Concent of stable
and stationary populations. Fundamental relationships in stable populations.
Estimating vital rates through stable population theory. Quassi stable
population concept and its applications. Growth rates. Population models-their
need, importance and limitations. Examples of simple models.

5- Population projections: Population estimates. Methods of estimation. Problems
in projections. Projections of components - fertility, mortality and migration.
Period of projections, number of alternatives (variants). P.eliability of
projections. Projections of segments of population, viz, school age, labour
torce, old age etc. Sectoral projections-regional, urban-rural. Uses and
importance of projections.
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6. Report writinp on_anrlvsi^jof ^v^raghici d&t*: Evaluation of data. Preliminary

an-alysis"ana chocV.iTp for consistency-conyerrsnee of parameters. Inter-

re Iail6nship%i ~n# i^tbrnr^t'ntibr-s of fin-Hnrs: felicatioisS ;£ot planning am'
policy fomulation. Conclusiors; ,.* ■■■.-.

NotfffA total'o-f M^^ttfs1 to :-e d^Vot^3 to this course. Exorcises will be done

is home ia&bratfrTy wt>rP-. '

Re?.ding__li5t_' ...■■;.'' '"■;_.■ , . ;.,... . ...

(i) Sr*rclay, G. '. Tech^iciucs or pop.:lf\tior. :i:i.nly:sis. John V'iley and Sons.

New Yorkv'" ■ "':r' '■"' '■'■'■''- ././'' '. , '.: '-'■'--■ \- '.-' ■■ ■;■;■'■■"'■■ "'■

(ii) Brass, W. Methods of estimating fertility and mortality for limited
and defective data. POPLABS, North Carolina, 1975.

(iii) Cox, P.R. Demography. Cambridge University Press'.'

(iv) Henry, L. Population: Analysis and models. Arnold, London.
:, r :v*.

(v) Keyfitz, Nathan' IiifroyuctioT? to mathematics of population. AddisOn-Wesley,

1963. " '"*'" ' '

(vi) Kpedekpo, ^.M.K. "Es^ntialis of'demographic1'analysis''for Africa, '-j'

Heineraan.

Cvii) Pollard, J.H.' :■ ^athefea'ticftl inbdals' for the growth of human Tiopulation. :■'■ >:

Cambridge Press, 1973.

(viii) Pressat, Roland. Demographic analysis, Aldine. _ ;

(ix) Shryock, H.S., Siepel, J.S. and Associates. Materials of demography. Vols.

I § II. " Bureau of the CensiiSy I'.S'.A. . , ,,
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S.309 OPERATIONS RESEARCH II

11 Linear programming: Duality; integer programming - brief introduction to
branch-and-bound and cutting algorithms.

2> Game theory: Zero-sum two person games (Extensive and normal forms); saddle
points; randomised strategies; linear programming representation.

3' Networks: Maximal flow problems. Minimum network cost problem (trans
portation problems); out-of-kilter algorithm.

4- Dynamic programming: Multistage decision problems; optimality principle;
Markov decision problems (finite/infinite horizon; discounting; control
problems).

Note: A total of 30 hours will be devoted to this course, of which one-third
will be for practical exercises/tutorials.

Reading list

(i) Daellenbach, H.G. and George, J.A. Introduction to Operations
Research, Allyn $ Bacon, 1978.

(ii) Smith, D.K. Network Optimisation Practical: A computational
guide, Elles Horwood, 1982.

(iii) Taha, H.A. Operations Research: An introduction, Collier
McMillan, 1976. '

(iv) Vpjda, S. Linear ProfTainrcinr, Science paperbacks,

Chapman $ Hall, 1981.

(v) Wagner, H.M. Principles of Operations Research,
Prentice Hall, 1972.
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S.310 INDUSTRIAL QUALITY CONTROL

1. Acceptance Sampling: Inspection by attributes; the OC curve. Sampling

plans and their selection. Inspection by variables.

2. Process Control: Control Charts (action and warning limits; internal and

external tolerances; control charts for qualitative data). CUSUM charts.

3. Continuous Sampling:

4* 3ulk Sampling: .,., ;

5. Reliability and Life Testing: Failure distributions. Accelerated life

testing.

Note: A.total of 30 hours is to be devoted to this course, of which one-$hird-,

should be for practicals.

Reading list ,

(i) Bissell, A.F. Introduction to CUSUM charts.

(ii) Chatfield, C. Statistics for technology (3rd. ed.). Chapman £ Hall.

London, 1983.

(iii) Davies, O.L. Design and analysis of industrial experiments. (2nd, ed.).

Oliver $ Boyd, Edinburgh, 1964.

(iv) Institute of Statisticians (IOS), Monograph on CUSU*" Charts.;; ,';'! ,

(v) Wetherill, G.B.. Sampling inspection and quality control. 4 r

(2nd. ed.) Chapman and Hall, London, 1977.
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S.311 STATISTICAL COMPUTING III

1. Records, files, data bases; Types of file (Sequential files; Direct access

files). Retrieval and updating procedure's according to file organisation.

Data base (Introduction to the concept of data bases; use of data bases).

2. Further considerations on hardware e.g. varieties of machine types :

and peripherals

3. Network, communication between micro and mainframe computers

4. Environmental problems (power supply, frequency and voltage, temperature,

humidity, dust)

5. Elements of fault finding, electrical safety

6. Security, problems and safeguards [machine and data): Back-up copies.

Confidentiality (Machine security; Passwords and other software security).

Note: A total of 30 hours is to be devoted to this course. Practical exercises
will constitute a third of the time allocated. In addition, practical

exercises in other statistical courses will make use of techniques learnt

in this course.

Reading list

(i) Date, C.J. An introduction to data base systems.

(Systems programming series). Addison-Wesley. 1975.

(ii) Martin James, . Security, accuracy and privacy in computer

organisation (2nd. ed.), Prentice Hall.

(iii) Tanenbaum, Andrew, S. Computer Networks. Prentice Hall,

International editions.

(iv) Tanenbaum, Andrew S. Structured Computer Organisation

(2nd. ed.). Prentice Hall.
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S.312 ECONOMETRICS

: This, course treats a number of topics which are of importance in econometric

modelling, and it is essential that the eventual applications should not be lost

sight of among ..'»c technical details.

Course topics

1- Econometrics: Met^ds and applications. Aggregated and disaggregated models

Mcdels of the national economy. Models of sectors.

2. Autocorrelation in linear models: Tests; estimation.

3. Stochastic Regression: Consequences; instrumental variables.

4. Lagged Variables: Explanatory variables (Almon scheme, Koyck scheme);

dependent vaiiables; estimation.

5* Simultaneous Equation Systems: Structural form and reduced form.

iKfati^n (2SLS;r3SLS,'

Mote: A total of 30.hours is to.be devotedrto this course of which one-third

should be for practicals.

Reading list ■'■•■■-,. : , . ■ ■ ■ .! ..-. .

(i) Gujarathi, D-.N. Introduction- to ocononetrics, McGraw-Hill,

(ii) Johnston^ Econometric metho'1.^, McGr^w Hill (^nd. ed.).

(iii) Kane, E.J. Econoiuic statistics and econometrics. Harper. ,

(iv) Kmenta, J. Element» of econometrics. McMillan, London.

(v) Lesera C.E.V, Econometric techniques and problems, Griffin

HighwycoTr.be, .U\K. 3974- .■?■.■ .

(vi) Malinvaud, E. Statistical methods of econometrics. North Holland

Publishing Co, ArcLterdrm.

(vii) Wallis, K,F. Introductory econometrics, Gray-Mills

Publishing Co. 1972.

(viii) IVallis, K.F. Topics in applied econometrics, Gray-Mills, 1973.

(ix) Walters, A.A. An introduction to econometrics. McMillan, London,

(x) '"ynn, R.F. and Hoiden, K. An introduction to applied econometric analysis.
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S.313 BIOMETRY

The topics listed in this course are only a few from a wide range of possible

options on biometry. Emphasis could be placed on one or more aspects depending on

local situations -rind interests.

1. Biological assay: Purpose and types; terminological notation; direct and

indirect ? ssay.

2* Special problems.: Agricultural trials; clinical trials.

3■ Sampling and estimating biological population

Note: A total of 30 iiours is. to be devoted to this course of which about a

third will be for practical exercises,

Reading list. ■■■>

(i) Colquhoun, D. Lectures in biostatistics. O.U.P. McGraw Hill, 1971.

(ii) Finney, D.J. Statistical methods in biological assay, Hofner.

(iii) Mead, R. and Cumow, R.N. Statistical methods in agriculture and
experimental biology. Chapman and Hall, London, 1983 (paperback).

(iv) Pocock, S.J. Clinical trials. A practical approach. John Wiley,

Chichester, U.K., 1983. ,

(v) Seber, G.A.F. The estimation of animal abundance and related

parameters. Griffin, London, 1973.

(vi) Snedecor, G.W. and Cochian, W.G. Statistical methods (6th. ed.).
Iowa State University Press, Ames, Iowa, U.S.A. 1967.

(vii) Whiteiiead, «. Sequential clinical trials. Wiley. 1983.
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S.314 SAMPLING TECHNIQUES AND APPLICATIONS

l' Review of general prihciples of survey design: Objectives of survey, different
sampling schemes [one or more stages, one or more phases etc.] Confidence
intervals. Sampling and non-sampling errors. Design effect.

2- Stratified sampling: Forming the strata. Number of strata. Determination
of strata boundaries.. Stratified simple,random sampling. Comparison with
Analysis' of Variance (ANOVA).' Unbiased estimation of population means and
proportions and their variances. Equal, proportional, optimal and other

allocation of sampl3. Post-stratification. Quota sampling,- Domains of v
-^studj* "'■ ■■■■■■■■■ ■ °

3< Ratio and regression estimators: The ratio estimator. Approximate variance
of the ratio estimate." Estimation of the variance of a ratio estimate from
a sample. Bias of the ratio, estimator. ■Rie.J.inear regression estimator with
a known b and with b obtained from the sample,.-..Sample estimate of'Variance.
Comparison of ratio and linear regression estimate for large samples (brief
mention only). Use of:ratio and regressiontestimators in stretifieti samples.
Bias ot regression estimator.' Mean square error of ratio and regression
estimators. Design effects. r .... . -, :, ,„; . .■:■ ::-

4* Systematic sampling.: Description of method. The three main formulae for the
variance of the mean of a systematic sample. Advantages and disadvantages of
systematic sampling.

5- Multistage designs: Sampling and subsampling of equal clusters. Intra-
cluster correlation. Sampling and subsampling of unequal clusters.

6' Multiphase designs: Multiphase sample (description of technique and conditions
under which it can be applied - simple ideas only).

7» Selection with probability proportional to some measure of size: Problems
and procedures (single treatment without proofs). ~~

8. Other designs: General aspects of replicated and successive sampling;
issues and problems. Panel designs [general treatment only].

9" Bias and Non-response: Sources of survey errors. Non-coverage. Non-response
and how to deal with it. Bias and how to control certain types of bias,

10' African Household Survey Capability Programme: Scope. Types of surveys
undertaken [e.g. income, expenditure and consumption survey]. Sampling

r?.«SS22?S US6d; iSSUeS and Problens* Use of appropriate software (e.g.
CLUSTERS) to calculate standard errors. ~
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— one°thirfi° i!T f°Uld be devoted t0 this «"■»« of which approximately
one-third should be devoted to practical exercises.

Reading list

(i) Bamett, V. Elements of sampling theory, E.L'.P. 1974.

(ii) Cochran W.G. Sampling techniques (3rd. ed.) John Wiley $ Sons.
New York, 1977,

Ciii) Jessen, Raymond J. Statistical Survey Techniques. John Wiley and Sons.
11Gw I one ■

(iv) -Kish, Leslie. Survey sampling. John Wiley and Sons. New York.

(v) Murthy, M.N. Sampling theory and methods. Statistical Publishine
Society, Calcutta, 1967. B

(vi) Raj, Des. Design of sample surveys. McGraw Hill, 1972.

(vii) Raj, Des. Sampling theory, McGraw Hill,
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S.315 ACTUARIAL STATISTICS

Those who wish to offer this course should also take S.308.

Course topics

Basic principles of cortipcund interest

Basic-funotx6ns and equations of value , ■;■

Discounted cash flow terminology and methods of investment appraisal

Annuities

Decremental rates and other indices r u.-■

Analysis of experience data and derivation of exposed to risk formulae ;f,

Construction of mortality, sickness, multiple decrement and similar fables ;

from graduated data; selection, graduation methods and their application

Curve fitting , '"' ."■':'■ :\

Tests of graduation ; ' ..: .;...■-.

Methods for large investigations .

Features of principal'tables in common use ■ ■■ ■. ■■?:

Vital statistics- ; ■ -. '■■<■■•■• a

Population projections ,f: :;

National social, security and pension schemes: :;.v; :,,r -r^- u

Life and other contingencies . - ;

Note^ Atotai of 30. hours will be devoted,to this coursej one-third ««

, of'which will,be for practical exercises^; :oj "■■':■■■ j'rrl-.■'':'.

Reading list

(i)^ 'Benjamin; ;B, and-Haycocks,'-Hdi* -The Analysis of Vitality and /;
Actuarial Statistics. Institute of Actuaries.

(ii) Freeman, H, • Finite Differences for Actuarial Students,. -

(iii) Garside, M.J. Numerical Analysis for Actuarial Students.

^Institute of Actuaries. ; .:.
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S.350 LABOUR STATISTICS

1. The field of labour statistics: Topics^ sources and general scope and : ■'

content.

2. Uses of labour statistics: Administration of labour laws, manpower utilisation,

manpower development, planning and policy-making, levels of living, wage -

fixing, collective bargaining, socio-economic indicators, wage, income and ■

price policies etc. .■■■< ; :?: .;

3. Labour statistics in relation to other kinds of statistics: Industrial

statistics, economic statistics, demographic statistics, agricultural

statistics, education statistics, health statistics, etc.

4. International recommendations on labour statistics: ILO and its activities,

economically active population, employment, unemployment and underemployment;

wages, hours of work, labour cost and employee income; consumer price indices;

household income, consumption and expenditure surveys: international

comparison of real wages; social security and welfare; occupational ;.

injuries and safety standards; collective agreements, trade unionism and

industrial disputes: international classifications; index numbers of

employment, wage rates and earnings.

5. Methodology of labour force surveys: Objectives, scope and survey design;

concepts, definitions, questionnaires and instructions; field*procedures,

editing, tabulation plans and analysis; illustrative country practices.

6. Methodology of establishment surveys for collection of labour statistics:

Directory of establishments*- preparation and maintenance; censuses and

sample surveys of establishments;for collection of data on employment,

earnings and supplementary benefits, hours of work, labour cost, etc.;

illustrative country practices - methods of data collection, questionnaires

and instructions.

7. Use of administrative records for collection of labour statistics: Types

of statistics, e.g. industrial disputes, closures and lay-offs, occupational

injuries, social security and trade unions; scope and limitations of statistics.

8. Integrated analysis of labour statistics: Manpower analysis and forecasting

labour market analysis; analysis of factor productivity; analysis of levels

of living.

Note: A total of 30 hours will be devoted to this course, of which about one-third

will be for practical exercises/tutorials.
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Reading list
.•''■}'■''.■' ■ ■ ■ ■

(i) International 'Labour Office, Yearbook of Labour Statistics, ILO, Geneva.

(ii) International Labour Office, Report of the Thirteenth International

Conference of Labour Statisticians, ILO, Geneva.

(iii) International Labour Office. International Recommendations on Labour

Statistics, ILO, Geneva.

(iv) International Labour Office, An integrated system of wages statistics.

A manual on methods, ILO, Geneva.
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S.351 EDUCATION STATISTICS

1 International recommendations on education statistics: Purpose, definitions,
conceots," classifications, procedures and problems of collecting and analysing-
education.statistics.in Africa. Tie International Standard Classification of

Education (ISCEO) .

2. Data requirements: Scope, types of questions, preliminary tabulation plan.

3. The annual school c^sus: The statistical infrastructure. -: ■.

4. Design of Questionnaires.: Questionnaire lay-out, content, data processing
CTnsideratiors 7to"~S57e7 cniy aspects not dealt with in other core subjects) .

Rates and ratios: Intake rates, transition rates - promotion, repetition
and drop-out rites, teacher retention rates; over-all (or crude or general)
ago-specific, standardized enrolment ratios: level-specific, net and gross

enrolment ratios; puoil-teacher ratios.

6 Education flow models: Tyaes; their use in reconstructing the school history
of a cohort and for projecting enrolment in primary education . Projection

of teacher requirements.

7 Science and technology statistics: International recommendations on science
and technology statistics: data requirements; scientific and technological

indicators, sources of data.

Note: A total of 30 hours should be devoted to this subject, of which 50 per cent
" should he snent on exercises based on relevant country data.

ReacinfT list

Pi) HNESCO. The International Standard Classification of Education,

UNESCOj Paris, 19 77.

(ii) UNESCO. Yearbook of Education Statistics, UMFSCO, Paris.

(iii) UNESCO. Revised recommendation concerning the International Standardization
o* "ducation Statistics: adopted by tho General Conference of UNESCO at its

twentieth session in P?vis: November 1973.

(W) l^ESCQ Statistics of Education in developing countries Can introduction
to their collection and analysis). UNESCO, Paris, 1983.

Cv) Analysing and projecting school enrolment in developing countries; A
Manual o^ Hethodolory, Statistical reports and studies No. 24, UNESCO, Pans

(vi) UNESCO. Guide to statistics on science and technology.

UNESCO, 1984.

(vii) UNESCO. r:anual for Statistics on Scientific and Technological Activities,

UNESCO, 1934.
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S.352 HEALTH STATISTICS

1- Health indicators: Uses and criteria for selection; health policy indicators,
social and economic indicators, indicators of the provision of health care

(coverage, physical accessibility, population served - percentage, socio-
economic accessibility, population/health personnel ratio), health status
indicators (low birth weight - percentage, low weight for age; low height
for age; low weight for height - percentage, small upper am circumference -
percentage infant mortality rate, child mortality rate, under-5 mortality

rate, under-5 proportionate mortality, life expectancy, maternal mortality

rate, crude birth rate, disease specific death rate, proportionate mortality

from specific diseases, morbidity-incidence rate, morbidity-prevalence rate,
long-term disability-prevalence)': r "

2- Sources of health indicator data: Vital events registers, population and
housing censuses, routine health service records, epidemiological surveillance,
sample surveys, disease registers.

3- General principles of a health statistics system: Fields of health statistics,
recording and reporting, methods of data collection, concepts and definitions,
design of questionnaires and record books. . : ,

4. Classification of diseases and causes of death: The need for classification,
principles of a statistical classification of diseases, international clas
sification of diseases - general principles, history, special tabulation
lists.

5- Nutrition surveys: Classifications, methods of data collection andanalysis.

N°te: This syllabus is based on the Plan of Action for Implementing the Global-
Strategy for Health for All by the Year.2000. A total of 30 hours is to,
be devoted to this course, of which one-third should be for practicals.

Readinn list ;

(i) Bradford Hill, A. Principles of medical statistics.

(ii) Lwanga and Tye. TVenty lessons and seminar outlines in Health Statistics.
WHO, Geneva.

(iii) Spiegelman, M. Introduction to demography. -.. -:'1'

(iv) World Health Organisation. Development of Indicators for monitoring,. '."
progress towards health for all by the year 2000. HFA series No. 6.':
WHO, Geneva, 1981.

(v) World Health Organisation. Global strategy for health for all by the
year 2000, WHO, Geneva.

(vi) WHO. Manual of international statistical classification of diseases,
injuries and causes of death.
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3.353 AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS

1. Source of data: Administrative records and data registers, censuses of
population, censuses of agriculture, multi-round sample surveys.

2< Data applications-methods of collecting data: Frames and statistical units
sample design, techniques of collection and time coverage.

3" Concepts, definitions and classifications: Topics investigated in agricultural
censuses and surveys; size and type of holding, sectors of agriculture,
agricultural population, employment in agriculture; wages.

4" Land utilization statistics: Uses, statistics of irrigation, aerial
photography measuring instruments.

5.

6.

10.

Agricultural trade statistics: Commodity classification, customs area
and partner countries.

Agricultural price statistics: Methods of collecting agricultural price
data - wholesale and retail prices - index number of Prices.

7- Statistics on agricultural inputs: Methods of collecting fertilizer,
pesticides, agricultural machinery and equipment statistics.

S< Fishery statistics: Methods of collecting fishery data, fishery surveys
estimation of forestry production. '

9< Forestry statistics: Methods of collecting forestry data, forestry censuses
and surveys, estimation of forestry production.

Food consumption statistics: Food consumption surveys; economic grain
equivalent, nutritive values, nutritional requirements, measuring techniques.

11. Nutrition surveys: Methods of data collection and analysis.

12- Food balance sheet: Procedure for preparation; standardization problems.

Note_: A total of 30 hours is to be devoted to this subject. About one third of
the lecture hours will be devoted to practical exercises/tutorials.

Reading list

(i) Casley, D.J. and Lury, D.A. Data collection in developing countries,
Oxford University Press. 1981.

(ii) Hunt, K.E. Agriculture statistics for developing countries, University
of Oxford, Institute of Agrarian Affairs, 1969".
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5.354 PRICE A^in QUANTITY STATISTICS

1. Uses of price and quantity statistics ■ . , ■

2. Choice of items: Representativity, reliability, relevance, 'Comarability.

3. Definition of'items and their specifications: Unit of measurement, selection

of items and their specifications.

4. Choice of outlets and their definitior

5. Choice of base period - based or the household survey

6. Scope, coverage and types'of price indexes

7. .Methods: ofj pri.ee co 11ectior.: Selection of localities and outlets, frequency

; ; of collecting prices for different categories; of - goods and services ■, treatment

of discbunts.,; sales prices, blacj: market prices, hire-purchase on credit terms,

secondhand purchases, inrnort prices, indirect taxes; observations in intra-

company transactions> volume of sales, multiple delivery orders, conditions

of sales, commodity taxes etc.; special techniques for price collection in

respect of electricity, .ras and water; housing. ; ... : -.

8. Index numbers: Applications or uses of index numbers including, their use and

inter-relationship with International Comparison Project (ICP); weiphts and

composition; price relatives, sironic averages, unit,values,.weighted aggregates

(Lasperyre's,Paasche^s and Fisher^s ideal indexes); classification of index

(item groupings such as SITC for traded goods, ISIC for econonic activity

grouping; this will depend on the tyne of index beinp compiled), frequency

of the index" change of base. :

9. Practical, problems relating to prices- Price controlled items,,i.e. official

prices versus prices paid, seasonal itenis, quality changes, collection in

non-specifi«d outlets, unit of measurement etc. .

Note: A total of 30 hours is to be devoted to this course, of which a third should

be for-practical exercises. . . :

Reading list

United Nations. Guideliness on Principles of a System of Price and

Quantity Statistics.: Statistical Papers. Series M. Mo.. 59. United

Nations, New York, 1^77. ' . . -
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S.355 INTERNATIONAL TRAM STATISTICS AND BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

1. Sources and uses of trade statistics

2- Comparability of international trade statistics

3. Conceptual framevork of international trade statistics: Coverage of the

statistics; trade system; commodity classification - Standard International

Trade Classification; valuation; c.i.f., f.o.b., etc.; quantity measurement;
partner country.

4. Collection and compilation of data: Source documents; recording period;

receipt of documents by compiling agency; posting to ledgers for manual

operation- coding for computer processing; keying or punching data for

computer edit; receipt of computer data by compiling agency; validation

of data and error correction; computer file of basic trade data.

5. Publication and presentation of trade data: Provisional and final figures;

periodicity of data for tables; preparation of tables from ledgers; accessing

'computer file for table preparation; publication of trade statistics;

availability of detailed information for enquiries; maintaining data in time
series.

6. Provision of data for other statistical systems or economic studies:

National accounts; balance of payments; input-output analysis; foreign

trade!indices; shipping and cargo statistics.

7. Computerization of external trade system: Requirements of system; edit

requirements; table requirements; system design; system testing and

acceptance; implementation of system.

S. Balance of payments: Definition of balance of payments, definition of and

types of changes in assets; concept of economic transactions; the double

entry system for recording- definition of resident; valuation, unit of account

and time of recording; concept of tangibles, direct investment, investment

income, government and other transfers, reserves and related items; balance

of payments presentation - relationship to the UN System of National Accounts.

Note: A total of 30 hours will be devoted to this course of which 10 hours

will be for practical exercises.

Reading list

(i) Paul A. Samuelson. Economics: An Introductory Analysis, Section 31,

McGraw-Hill Company Inc. I'ew Yor1:, 1961.

(ii) International Monetary Fund, Balance of Payments Manual.

(iii) United Nations. Standard International Trade Classification,

Rev. 3, United Nations, New York.
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S.356 NATIONAL ACCOUNTS

1. General: Originand development of national accounting^ its, usefulness

P"bUc Authority Accounts: Analysis of accounts of public authorities-
central government; local authorities; public corporations. '

Product Accounting: Meed for volume measures of national outnut in

T f fl —ditures and b L^

ISEHL-Output Accounts.: Origin and development of input-output studies,
basic ideas of input-output tables, input coefficients. ' ,

otUdata and^ethnnf "f^ of.Esti^ioJl: detailed consideration of sources
ttJ t methods of estimation at current prices of value added in ,
agriculture mining and manufacturing construction.: trade and transnort
ownersnip of dwellings; financial intermediaries, and services.

of Data and Methods of Rat.inMtignjg■ capital formation: consumption
expenditure; input-output tables. consumption

Sources of Data and Methods of Estimation at Constant Prices of Gross
Domestxc Product: By industry of origin; by types of expenditure:

'■ a-

f^ f 3° h ^ t0 this course' 10be for practical exercises.

Reading list

(i) ^ggles and Ruggles, National Income Accounts and Income Analysis
New York, HcGrawhill, 1956.

Series F^^'p A ^u °f ?tlOnal Accounts' Studies in Methods,beries F No. 2 Rev. 3. United Nations, New York, 1968.
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S.357 SOCIAL ACCOUNTS

*• The circular flow of economic activity: Institutions (households, producers,
the rest of the world). Markets (factor and products markets). Uses of
products (intermediate demand in the production process by producers, final
consumption by. households, exports).

2- Concepts, definitions and classifications: Households (workers, capitalists),
labour and labour markets, capital market. Income; producers.

3- Income and expenditure accounts of groups or classes of households

4- Income distribution of households: Sources and methods of estimating the
data on the distribution of income, consumption and accumulation of the
household sector. Distribution of households by socio-economic characteristics

5< Social Accounting Matrix fSAH) as a data system: Description of system.
Characteristics of system; principal uses of SAM. Data requirements.
Application of fixed' coefficient models to a SAM framework. SAM and Input-
Output (1-0) representation - advantages of SAM over the 1-0 tables of the
System of National Accounts. The 1-0 as a truncated SAM. Comparison with
Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) models.

Note: A total of 30 hours should be devoted to this course, of which 10 hours
should be for practical exercises. A pre-requisite for this course is
S.356.

Reading list

(i)

Cii)

(iii)
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S.35S FOOD ACCOUNTS

1. General: Increasingly serious food problems in African countries; need for

relevant tool analysis; origin and development of the FAM, its usefulness

and limitations.

2. Concepts and definitions: Concept of production, food commodity flows., food
systems, and institutions; classification of food producers and consumers

and institutions dealing with marketing, distribution and storage of food.

3- Methods of estimation, analysis and presentation: The selection of commodities
-and identification of institutions involved in food commodity flov/s; the

construction of the Matrix; the modelling.of technical and behavioural

relations; the simulation of the impact of food policy issues such as pricing

policy and marketing strategies on the response of producers and consumers,

national food demand and requirement etc.; methods of presentation of results
in useful manner to food policy makers and planners.

4. Sources of statistical information: Domestic food production (the need for

disag^regation); food imoorts ar>H food aid; food distribution - marketing,

relief ;flbod; food consumption (the neec< for disaggrcgation); food stocks.

Producers, consumers, institutions. The use of data for micro-studies,

institutional reporting, rapid assessments for the construction of the FAM.

5. Uses of FAM: Uses of FAM for the management of.national food supply including

the distribution of relief food,; uses of FAM for policy formulation in'

agricultural development, pricing, marketing strategy, and national food

security; uses of FAM for the identification of data requirements for

strengthening, national data collection systems.

Note: A total of 30. hours will be devoted to this subject, of which 10 hours

should be for practical exercises.

Reading list

(i)

(iii)

(iv)
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S.350 FINANCIAL STATISTICS

1 Data .»■■-•;■«., -nv^p, and applications: Nature of government and government
Accounts neiMnit'ion of the public sector (Central government; state
Provincial or primal govemneSt; local government; social security funds,
supranational authorities- departmental enterprises; non-rinancia-i oudiic

enterprises; financial institutions; non-financial public sector).
and practical uses ox data.

2.

lending, financial, deficit, surplus, saving,

of Payment's. '

x '^V^iries of econom-"~ anc^ functional classification of povemment transactions;
"Detailed LfLirionsTF^eTlf-lo^Hieiragency; principles and details ol
"conoMc classification; application of the economic classification scheme.
M Me tails if functional classification. Economic-functional
clasSication. Reconciliation with United Nations System of National,Accounts,

4. Statistics nf financial institutions

Note: A total of 30 hours will be required for this course, of which 10 hours
r~ should be spent on practical exercises.

Reading list

(i) International Monetary Fund, A manual of government finance statistics.

(ii) Prest.A.R.: franco in- dcvcl^.ae cU--tries. >7eidonfeld and

Nicholson.

(iii) United Nations: A m^uul for economic and functional classification
of Government transactions.

(iv) United Nations. A System of National Accounts Studies in Methods
Series F No. 2 Rev, 3. United Nations, New York. 1968.

(v) Williams Alan: Public finance and Budgetary Tolicy. George Allen

and Unwin.
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S.360 INDUSTRIAL STATISTICS (STATISTICS OF INDUSTRY)

1. Introduction: The aims of the industrial statistical system; historical

overview of the development of industrial statistics in Africa; sources of

statistical data of industry: scone, coverage and frequency of industrial

surveys; methods of enumeration.

2. Statistical Units and Classification System: The basic units of statistical

inquiries (enterprises, establishments and local units); kind-of-activity units

and units of homogeneous production; ancillary units, the main classification

systems in current use in economic statistics (classifications of activities

and commodities); the criteria used in constructing and implementing classi

fication systems for economic activities and commodities; a few examples of

classification systems. -,..- .

3. The Basic Concepts in Industrial Statistics: Characteristics of establishments;

employment and earnings; production; consumption and related items; value added

and contribution of the industrial sector to the gross domestic product; changes

in stocks; gross fixed capital formation.

4. Organization and Conduct of Industrial Surveys: General planning and organization

of an industrial survey (preparation and approval of the survey programme,

legislative requirements and organizational structure, organizing advisory

committees and publicity programme, decisions on scope, coverage, classification

and methods of enumeration, treatment of confidential information); building up

and maintaining a directory of industrial establishments; registration of enter

prises and establishments; questionnaires and other data-collection forms;

training of enumerators; organization and conduct of surveys on household and

small-scale industries including those in the informal sector (methods and

identification problems relating to household industries, data requirements,

types of surveys and methods of enumeration in current use, sampling techniques);

data processing (manual and computerized checks, tabulation and review of

tabulated data); preliminary and final publications of results.

5. Analysis and Uses of Statistical Data on Industry: Industrial statistics in -■.

the framework of National Accounts and input-output analysis; compilation,

updating and correction of index numbers of industrial production; measurement

and comparison of productivity; relationship between industrial statistics and

other statistics.

Note: A total of 30 hours is to be devoted to this course, of which 10 hours

should be set aside for practical exercises/tutorials.

Reading list

(i) United Nations Recommendations for the 1983 World Programme of

Industrial Statistics, Part One. Statistical Papers Series M.

No. 71 (Part 1). United Nations, New York.

(ii) United Nations Recommendations for the 1933 World Programme of

Industrial Statistics Part Two. Statistical Papers Series M.

No. 71 (Part II). United Nations, New York, 1981.
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S.361 TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS STATISTICS

*• The sources and nature of transport and communications statistics: Surveys
(periodic and ad-hoc road counts, corporation and traffic surveys) and

administrative records; classification of mode of transport (sea, rail, road,

air, water multimodal, etc.); types of moving equipment; infrastructure.
Classification of mode of communications (telephone, radio, television'
cinema, etc.).

2. Road statistics: Data requirements. Data applications. Road networks

and different classes of roads. Road safety statistics.

3* Rail statistics: Length of rail, number of passengers, passenger-km., number

of ton-km., rolling stock; productivity indices, stock and lack coefficients.

4- Port and shipping statistics: Uses of data. The port system. Manifests.

Commercial fleet. Customs declarations and sea traffic statistics. Cover

rate. Freight and passenger balance. Indicators of sea environment.

Domestic navigation statistics. The unified system of maritime statistics.

5. Air transport: Types of statistics (passenger and freight traffic, capacity
offered, returns and operating costs). The International Civil Aviation

Organization Statistical Programme: Major requirements and statistical
classifications.: >

6. Communications statistics: Data applications and requirements. Equipment
and audience/readership statistics.

7. The compilation and uses of price and quantity indices in the

. fi.eld of transport:

8. Forecasting techniques for transport, and communication needs

Note: A total of 30 hours is to be devoted to this course, of which 10 hours

should be for practical exercises. :

Reading list ..->,■•'

(i) Manual of ICAO statistical programme, Doc. 9060-AT/7.3.

■._,.,-.- ' > "■"' i'

(ii) Manual on a uniform system of port statistics and performance

indicators. United Nations, Geneva.
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S.362 DISTRIBUTION STATISTICS

1. Use, source, scorie and coverage of distributive trade: Needs and uses of
distributive trade-statistics (-government, business and other). Data

applications. Sources ■*.censuses &f distribution or establishments covering
most of the distributive trade sector- surveys of establishments covering
United -parts of the■ distributive sertov;:suryey- other than establishment
censuses'or surveys that yield data on distribution; administrative records,
specially designed surveys, vrholeeale and retail trade and related service
establishments'. Decennial, ouinnueimial, annual, quarterly and monthly
inquiries and types of data to be collected in each tvpc of inquiry -^
establishment characteristics, emoloymont, wages and salaries, expenditures
and-sales for fixed assets during inquiry-year; inventories at beginning

and end of inquiry year-of floods intended for sales whether processed or
not.;- value of all sales;. accounts receivable-as of end.of inquiry year;

value' of all purchases during inquiry yeai- .of goods intended for sale, ' . .
whether processed or not. Reporting unit - the establishment.,

2. Concepts, definitions: and classifications: Kind of activity, type of business,
tyne-of onerationy kind-of ".economic organization/kind of legal organization,
scope and valuation of expenditures,- distinction between new and secondhand
fixed assets; -classification by sales., ox goods and of services by .kind of

activity. .'■..■ . . -. ■ .

3. i-Organization and.conduct ;uf distributive.- trade surveys: General pTannirfg
and organization (legislative requirements, organization structure, staff
requirements, organizirp advisory groups, met.hpds of data collection and
processinp), scope and coverage of survev. Management. Coverage and clas

sification. ':-QuestionnciroR rJ?d other -dr.tr. rclTection forms. Editing and ;
tabulation. Publication and dissemination. . , .

4. Sampling techniques^applicable to, surveys of distributive trades and
services: Fraraes (area and list-sample frames); size and nature, of primary
sampling ur.it; nethods of allocating total sample among the various kinds of
businesses; selection procedures. Treatment of new and defunct establishments;

use of rotating panels. *

Mote: A total of 30 hours should he devoted to this course, of which one-third .
should be for practice- exercises on questionnaire design, frame construction

and sample design 2nd reWf-'cm.

Reading list

(i) United Nations. International recommendations on Statistics of the
Distributive Trades and Services. Statistical papers, Series M No. 57.

United Nations.

(ii) United Nations, "r^anizatlon and Conduct of Distributive - Trade

Statistics. Studies in Methods Series F No. 19, 1977 United Nations.
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S.363 ENVIRONMENT STATISTICS

1. Environment assessment in Africa: Environment problems and concerns - human

settlements, land? natural resources, energy, and pollution.

2- Scope and sources of environment statistics: Natural environment (air,,

land/soil, water), human settlements, natural disasters, pollution and

natural resources, Sources - censuses, surveys, administrative records

and monitoring networks (ground stations, air).

3* Data requirements and uses: Water quality and supply, land use and degradation,

drought and desertification, deforestation, natural disasters, ecosystems,

pollution and waste discharge, conservation of natural resources, human

settlements and environmental impacts of plans, programmes and projects.

Environmental/ecological indicators. Compilation of a national Directory

of Environment Statistics. . .

4. Characteristics and, uses of the United Nations Framework for the Development

of Environment Statistics (FDES).: Structure,, contents,, relationships to ,

national and resource accounting systems - UN System of National Accounts,

Material-Energy Balance Statistical System (MEBSS) and the Stress-Response

Environmental Statistical System (STRESS). Framework tables. Purposes and

properties of the FDES and its applications (review of environmental problems,

concerns and related statistical topics; determination of statistical variables:

assessment of data requirements, sources and availability; structuring of in

formation systems and statistical publications). .:

5. Resource needs: Development of institutional and manpower capabilities.

Determination of national priority areas.

Note: A total of-30 hours will Ue devoted to this course, of which 10 hours will

be for practical exercises relating to the country of interest. "

Re'ading list

United fictions. A Fr^ework for the Development of Environment Statistics.

United Nations, New York, 1934.. . -
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S.364 ENERGY STATISTICS

1. Uses of energy statistics: Differences between energy statistics and other

economic statistics in respect of applications; needs of particular energy

industries', outlook for energy supplies; statistical input to industrial

management decisions (enerfv content of manufactured industries; energy

analysis; energy models), scone for energy saving. Direct and indirect

effects of price changes for energy sources; environmental protection.

2- Sources of energy: Renewable and non-renewable sources. Modern and

traditional sources. ' .

3. Concepts, definitions and classifications: Energy; final energy uses (useful

energy,.and use by purpose)s primary and secondary energy reserves, production,

demand, commercial and non-commercial fuels, energy balance, value and physical

data on energy input, consumption and imnort dependence; visible and invisible

trade in energy, boundary problems (system boundary, flows and stocks).

4. Accounting levels and units: Primary energy input to final demand, primary

energy in->ut to hydro-electricity, primary energy input to renewable sources

of energy, animal and human energy, primary fuel inputs to trade, gross and

net cajorific values.. Accounting units (tons of coal equivalent, tons of

oil equivalent, other accounting units such as British thermal unit, joule,

therm, teracalorie, terajoule, kcal).

5. Energy balances: Alternative balance formats, the backward look - *!top. .down"
balance; other balancing problems (double counting, pumped storage generation;

oils returned to refineries, original units and common units, conversion

factors, matrices and timeseries).

6. Energy consumption surveys: Surveys design and development o^ questionnaire.

Accounting methodologies. Interpretation of results, demand and end-user

assessment, supply prospects for bionass energy resources, assessment of

supply and demand balances. ......

7. Other energy statistics: Energy balances and input/output, derived statistics,

flow charts, energy and the environment regional balances.

Note: A total o:: 30 hours is, to be devoted to the. subject, with about one-third of

the time being devoted to nractical work.

keariinp list ,

United Nations: Concepts and Methods in Energy Statistics, with special

reference to energy accounts and balances, A Technical Report, Studies

in methods series F No, 29, United Nations, New York, 1932,
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S.365 STATISTICAL .ORGANIZATION.

1. Functions of a statistical office: Role of statistical agencies in the

development process. Uses of statistical'data. Producer/user committees.

2. Internal organizational structures of a statistical agency: Delegation of

authority, organization by subject-matter or by function. Integration.

Degree of centralization of a statistical office [advantages and dis

advantages]. Organizational chart, statistical legislation, staffing and

staffing policy. Organization of regional offices.

3. Capabilities of a statistical agency: External [producer-user committees,

dissemination, status and location] internal [range and level of personnel

required, logistical support, EDP capability, data base, the place of

methodological research and analysis in statistical operations]. Continuous

survey capability. Cartographic capability.

4. Programming and budgeting of statistical activities: Priority setting arid

costing. Preparation of work programmes and budgets. Implementation and

monitoring of work programme. Evaluation of work programme outputs. :

5. Dissemination of data: Dissemination policy. Determination of list of

publications. Periodicity. Pricing policy. Readership surveys. Relationship

with UN Statistical Office, statistics decisions of UN specialised agencies

and other international1statistical'agencies.

Note: A total of 30 hours will be devoted to this course, of "which one-third

will be for practical exercises/tutorials.

Reading list ' ' r .

(i) Munich Centre for Advanced Training: Report of the Seminar on the

Organization of a Statistical Service (8-30 August, 1977).

Munich Centre for Advanced Training, Munich 1977.

(ii) Munich Centre fox Advanced Training: Report of the Sercinar on Setting

and Implementing of Statistical Priorities (6-25 August 107'?).

Munich Centre for Advanced Training. Munich 1979. ' ;

(iii) Munich Centre for Advanced Training: Paners prepared for the Seminar on

Setting and Implementing of Statistical Priorities (6-25 August).

Munich 1979. ; ' ■-'■3 J" :- V:': ': *"' "" ' :' ''
""■•■ ■-■"" ' . ■ *v- ■ ■ .i; ■;■■■■

(iv) United Nations. The Organization of National Statistical Services:

A Review of Major Issues. Studies in Methods Series F No. 21s

United Nations 1977.
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S.366 PRACTICAL WORK

See Introduction, Section (E).




